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THE PALESTINE POLICE FORCE.

ANNUAL ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 1933.

PART I  THE FORCE.

ef;

j 1. CHANGES.

Major A. Saunders, O.B.E., M.C., Deputy InspectorGeneral, acted as InspectorGeneral
from the 31st May, to the 1st October, 1933, during Mr. Spicer's absence on leave.

Mr. H.P. Rice, Deputy InspectorGeneral ( C ), acted as InspectorGeneral from the
13th to the 31st May, 1983.

Mr. A. J. KingsleyHeath, D.S.P., acted as Deputy InspectorGeneral from the
beginning of the year to the 30th May, 1933, and from the 27th October, 1933, to the
31st December, 1933, duirng the illness of Major A. Saundors, O.B.E., M.C.

Mr. E. LucieSmith, M.C., D.D.S.P., acted as Deputy InspectorGeneral (C) from
the 13th to the 31st May, 1938.

Mr. J.A.M. Faraday, M.C, D.D.S.P., acted as D.S.P., Southern District from the
18th July, 1933, tothe1 15th October, 1933.

Mr. M.J. McConnell, D.D.S.P.. was promoted to the rank of D.S.P. on the 1st
December, 1932.

Mr. J.A.M. Faraday, M.C, A.S.P., was promoted to the rank of D.D.S.P. on the
29111 September, 1932.

Mr. H.S. Swain, formerly of the Kenya Police, was appointed on probation to the
' ■■] rank of A.S.P. on the 22nd September, 1933.

Constable J.P.I. Ford was appointed to the rank of acting A.S.P. on the 1st May, 1933.

■■ British Inspector P.J. Hackett was appointed to the rank of acting A.S.P. on the
]' 26th June, 1933.

undermentioned officers proceeded on vacation leave :The
InspectorGeneral.Mr. R.G. B. Spicer, M.C.
D. S. P.Mr. AJ. KingsleyHeath.
do.Mr. MJ. McConnell.

D. D. S. P.Mr. L. Harirngton.
do.Mr. A.T. Barker, M.C.

A. S. P. (Headquarters(Mr. M.S. O'Rorke.
A. S. P.Mr. R.O. Cafferata.
do.Mr. Faiz Idirssi
do. (Bandmaster(.Mr. A.H. Silver, M.B.E.
do.Mr. Theodore Abboud.
do.Mr. Ibrahim Stambouli, M.B.E
do.Mr. Halim Basta.
do.Mr. J.D. Burns.
60.Mr. W.G. Buttolph.

 ■■■"■ " ■''do. ' .. ..■'V' ■■:■":■,■:"Mr. .Solomon Schieff, M.B.E.'

2. STRENGTH.

;:1"i. The pstablishment of the force was increased by the following numbers: of ofifcers
"■:1.and other ranks :



Assistant Superintendent
Palestinian Inspectors.
Head Constables (British)

Sergeants (Palestinian).
Corporals ,,
Constables ,,

1
G j
2 (against a decrease of

1 Sgt. and 1 Const.).
4
3

49
The formation ofa new division (the Tiberias Division)wastheM'cause o "the' iri"

crease in establishment of. the Assistant Superintendent and one Head Constable Tiberias
and Beisan have problems entirely of their own in the Jordan Valley, and the a rea. could
not be adequately controlled and supervised from either Nazareth or Safad.

The increase of six Palestinian Inspectors was necessitated by' an increa e in the
number of police stations. This has resulted in the prompt and efficient investigation of
cirme, and in the closer patrolling of the areas. Undoubtedly the public are much better
served as a result, and do not suffer the grave inconvenience towhich theywere; formerly
subjected of having to travel long distances to make a report.

The Signals Branch was increased by one British Head Constable, one Sergeant
and four Constables Palestinian. This increase was necessary in, view ofthe extension
of the branch in 1932 for which no additional personnel was then granted. The branch
was reduced by one British Sergeant on the promotion of that N. C. 0. to the rank of
Head Constable. The responsibility of the post fully justifies the higher rank.

The Camelry Branch of the Beersheba District was increased by three Sergeants,
two Corporals, and twenty Constables (Palestinian) to provide for the policing of theWadi
Araba area,■ which hitherto had no form of police control.

The increase of the remaining Palestinian other ranks was necessitated by the for
mation of the new division, and by the increasing police importance of the :Urban and
Rural Divisions :of Haifa, and the Tulkarm Division.

The sanctioned and actual strengths of the force on 31st December, 1933, were as
follows :

Sanctioned. Actual.

InspectorGeneral
Deputy InspectorGenerals.
District Superintendents
Deputy District Superintendents
Assistant Superintendents
British Inspectors.
Palestinian Inspectors.
British Head Constables.
British Sergeants.
Palestinian Sergeants.
British :Corporals.
Palestinian Corporals.
British Constables.
Palestinian Constables.

The classification, according to religions, of the Palestinian. ranks of ,the force on ,
31st December, 1933, was :

Superior Police Officers,
Inspectors.
Other Ranks.

Total.

1 , ,1
22
44 "

G6
8232
1818
1b75
77

3085
7474
6358
116117
646665
14121416

OF■PERSONNEL/, \ K

: ■"■ 1

,,.,TotalOthersJews..MoslemsChristians

5|M14
■/ '1602:1l!886'

6,
89

1062

4
16
261

. 1691■V; : 68091107270

4.. EDUCATION.

rhere are in all five force language examinations, as follows :
^ British Personnel  Languages, Arabicand/ or Hebrew;

(1) Qualifying
(2) Regular
(3) Advanced



)b) Palestinian Personnel  Languages  English, Arabic and / or Hebrew :

(I) Lower Standard
(2) Higher Standard

iiritish 1>1:rsonnei.■
Comparative Tables of Passes.

HebrewArabic

10B8108219881032

lii
8

7177

12
128
IS

Qualifying Examination
Regular Examination

Personnel have not yet reached a suiffciently high standard to sit for the advanced
examination in either language, but considerable progress has nevertheless been made,
for example the following: 
No. 671 Corporal J. Henry and
I

jVa 974 Constable D.S. Fountain

No. 845 Corporal J. McCarthy
No. 938 Corporal F.V. Boswell, and
No. 8CG Constable J. Chalmers

Passed the Qualifying examinations in Arabic
and Hebrew and the Regular examinations in.'
Arabic.

Passed the Qualifying examinations in Hebrew
and Arabic and the Regular examination in
Hebrew.

In addition five Constables have passed the qualifying examination in both Arabic
and Hebrew.

. PALESTINIANPERSONNEL 
Comparative Table of Passes.

HebrewArabiclish■ Eng

103310321033103219331932

2417

3

109

3

180234

68

Lower Standard
Higher Standard

|=jrf It is of interest to note that one Palestinian Corporal has passed the higher standard
^examination in two languages whiletwentyseven have passed in one higher and one
flower examination in languages other than their mother tongue.

■ The desire to acquire a knowledge of languages has been fostered and encouraged
%in regard to both British and Palestinian ranks.

H&U . Regarding the latter, the generous allowances approved by Government are largely
Ijresponstble for the number of passes, but, nevertheless, the results are most gratifying,
K^nd we are gradually progressing towards the ideal, when every member of the force
|grlff be trilingual.
u .'In many stations the men form small classes and engage a teacher, whilst in
$M*crs personnel exchange language lectures. When off duty or whenstand ingby men
*re .often to be found studying a language manual.
,,.".KSo far as the Palestinian ranks are concerned the standard of education, which was
iff™TSb\y raised in 1932, has been further advanced during the year, and the number
Pi'jiniterates in the force has fallen to 60/0. It is now possible to limit the nominations
fj£_ promotional courses ot noncommissioned rank to personnel in receipt of proficiency
£?£"*■* fact which hitherto presented considerable difficulty. The reexamination of

wnnel who had drawn this pay for a period of five years or more clearly showed
.JiSw1majority had failedto continue their studies, ■ and a system by which personnel
Sireexamined every two years for the continuance of this pay is now in consequence
out to be introduced. This system is also about to be extended to British police.

5k'rth "^ to the increased keenness to qualify for proficiency pay it was necessary to""^e standard of the examination, nevertheless the number of vacancies for this pay
£י"יד so few that the pass mark is to be raised in the coming year.



5. RECORDS.

For some considerable time it had been obvious that the manner in which the
personal records of the other ranks of the force were maintained was neither practical,
economical, nor satisfactory. The records consisted of certain files and registers, and a
record form more or less on the lines of that in use by the Army.

The complete histories of the men were not available at their stations,1 and no final
decision could be made'on'1any" quest! onconcerni rig' thonr ' without referring the matter
to a higher formation.

The system was definitely unsatisfactory, and a new type of record in the form of
a Service Register has been introduced.

This register is in book form, G" x 4", and contains ample space for the complete
history of the man, e.g. qualifications, appointments, proficiency, transfers, leave, sickness,
conduct and family history. The original is kept at his station and a duplicate is main
tained at Headquarters.

This system of personal records has now been in operation for seven months with
satisfactory results, and is to be extended to the Inspectorate.

Excellent work was performed by the Records Branch at Headquarters by com
pleting in a period of six months, with accuracy and neatness, 4900 registers and
duplicates, and in this connection mention should be made of the following members of the
records staff :

No. 22 Sergeant /. McKee.
No. 1065 Constable J.P. Lynch.
Mr. Faiz Daoudi.

6. LENGTH OF SERVICE.

PercentPalestinian
PolicePercentBritish

PoliceAmount oi Service

21.108381.25810 years, and over
9.98160Nil8 years, and less than 10
14.8823911.88785 years, and less than 8
12.0519836.862333 years, and less than 0
11.0517752,621462 years, and less than 8

17.8428512.40801 year, and less than 2
13.1021016.00102Under 1 year

100."/,.1602 ■100.00641Total

7. CASUALTIES.

The following is a comparative table of casualties :

n 1938; 1932:?;1931:.BRITISH POLICE. ' ' .,'1

Died .
Dismissed for misconduct
Retired on pension or gartuity
Discharged on medical grounds
Discharged on termination of contract ■

,Discharged for inefficiency
Transferred to other government departments
Promoted .

Resigned .
Transferred on promotion to other colonies

Total

:" . 8

' : 13
4

,.. 2 .
69

3
18
2

:■ 16"
V; 3"',.

'j* l■

10

■ : 1 
10 :.

173,v;
1 :'.

9994189



103810821081!.AIJJBTINIAN I'OI.ICE.

Killed in the gallant execution of their duty .

Died
Dismissed for misconduct
Retired on pension or gratuity
Discharged on medical grounds
Discharged for inefficiency .
Discharged on termination .of contract .
Discharged on reduction of establishment
Transferred to other government departments.
Resigned .
Desertion .

Total

2

4

28

19

10
4

3

B4
1

3

86
0

■13
21
8

2

66

0
■18

6
88
a
14
7

88

130148164

It is gratifying to note that there has been a considerable decrease in the number
of British and Palestinian Police discharged for misconduct and inefficiency. The number
of British personnel discharged on termination of contract shows a slight increase on
last year's figure, but there is still a very marked decrease on the figures for years pre
vious to 1932, and it is satisfactory to note that the good results of 1932 still obtain.

During the year the following personnel of the British Section
commissioned rank in other Colonial Pol ice Forces.

1rere appointed to

v No. 478, Corporal C.N.A.B. Mumby, appointed Inspect!
; additional duties as Aide de Camp to His Excellency the
:had three years service in this force and

1r of Police, Seychelles, with
:y the Governor. Corporal Mumby

very good record.
No. 486, Sergeant D. Alderson, appointed Inspector of Police, Bermuda. Sergeant

£Alderson: had three years and nine months service and an extremely good record. He
?;|was the Champion Rifle Shot of this force.

An. appointment of Assistant Superintendent of Police, Sudan, was also offered to
j$a .Corporal of this force, but unfortunately he was unable to accept the offer,
'2\\ There is undoubtedly 'excellent material among the British other ranks for appoint
;Jrnents to police commissioned rank in Colonial Police Forces, and the knowledge that certain
[jjJof ■ their comrades have already been appointed is an incentive to others to continue
*" n'tA keenness in their profession. In addition to the prospect for the right type of young

en of advancement in other Colonies, there is the prospect of promotion to Superior
. olice Officer rank in this force and I am happy to say that during the year the

Scffollowing promotion was made:
Kg*■;..

No. 1047, Constable J.P.I, Ford, appointed acting Assistant Superintendent of Police,

.The type of British recruit has improved greatly. Those selected by the Crown
^Agents are intelligent young men of good education who are able to apply their minds

police training and the vernaculars with considerable facility. Several of the new
!cruits 'passed their vernacular examination after three months service.

\ 8. CONDITIONS OF SERVICE  PALESTINIAN CONSTABLES.

$NSI0NS # GRATUITIES.

WSIONABLE OFFICE.

^The chief advantage of a pensionable office i.e. the provision of a means of Hveli
g^in old age, has not yet been realised by the Palestinian ranks. . . :_ , ,v■1■ ..1"w

\*^ * ALLOWANCES.

 /fhe following figures show the pay of Palestinian recruits and constables, and the
rtunities they have for augmenting this by proficiency, language and good conduct
£.*"** and by monetary rewards. :



Salary £P, G nor mensem, free housing, free medical treatment, and free uniform.
In addition the rccrnit may be granted allowances up to £p. 1 if be is certified by the
Director of Education to have acquired a certain standard of education and knowledge
of languages.

TRAINED CONSTABLE 5.

^■".iSalaryo'£P;:61''p<
uniform. In addition
allowances:

r' mensem, free housing {if a bachelor), free medical treatment, free
he may become eligible for the grant of the following pay and

Proficiency pay £P. 1.250 per mensem.
Language allowances £P. 2.000 per mensem.

Good conduct pay. ' £P. 1,600 per mensem.

birnging his emoluments up to £P. 10.750per mensem.

In addition, a keen intelligent constable may considerably augment his pay and
allowances by rewards for good service ; the following are instances :

Const. Mohd. AH el Ousta and Const. Mohd. Ali Enani during the year received
monetary rewards amounting to £P. 9.800 and £P. 9.600 respectively.

Thirty days leave on full pay is earned in each year of service and free railway
facilities are given on proceeding to and returning from leave.

The force offers exceptional opportunities to young, keen and well educated
Palestinians.

9. RESIGNATIONS  JEWISH PERSONNEL.

.In the latter part of the year a regrettable number of resignations were received
from Jewish personnel ; no less than fortyfive resigned the force duirng 1933.

The causes of these resignations have been most carefully explored and there is
little doubt that the reasons are as follows :

1{ BOOM IN THE BULLYING TRtf.DE.

This boom has led to the payment of abnormally high wages to men who can
perform artisan's work, and even men who have a comparatively superficial knowledge
of one of the trades are able to find work at considerably higher pay than the police
force can offer.

ison, which is established,In my opinion those who resign the force for this
are extremely short sighted.

The Palestine Police, as a force, owing to its ephemeral life have not as yet
realised the difference between pensionable and nonpensionable service, and all the
advantages of the former. It is very difficult also to make these young men appreciate
the advantages which they receive in Government service, such as free medical treatment,
thirty days holiday on' full pay per year, free railway warrants, free uniform, free
housing for bachelors, rewards for good work, and, above all, the ' pension which they
will receive in their old age. ■ " !11■ ; ' '■;' V ■■■■ ■'■'■'; ' 

I am certain that, ' when the present boom has subsided, these young men will
bitterly regret the fact of having resigned the force. ,

2) THE DISINCLINATION OF CONTINENTAL JEWS TO SERVE IN RURAL AREAS.

Two concrete cases have come to notice. of personnel stating that they could not
stand the dullness of rural life and if given a transfer to the Tel Aviv SubDivision
they would be only too willing to withdraw their resignations. :

3) JEWISH SETTLEMENTS  WATCHMEN.

Settlements are prepared to pay high wages to men who are disciplined; trained in
the use of arms, and who can speak Arabic.



The situation, however, is not as bad .19 the press would make it appear, and a
very considerable number of Jewish recruits huvc been unlisted in the force to fill the
places of those who have resigned.

10. HEALTH OF THE FORCE.

The health of the force has been uniformly good throughout the year. It ..'as

1■. necessary owing to the danger of malignant malaria at Ein Wc/ba' and Ein Ghudlan
posts in the Beersheba District, to move these posts respectively to El Ghamr, some ten
kilometres southeast of Ein Weiba, and to Umm Rashrash on the Gulf of Aqaba.

11. POLICE TRAINING SCHOOLS.

)a) BRITISH POLICE.

During the year no alteration was made in the system of recruiting. The educational
standard has been maintained and ,1 very well educated type of recru it is being■ enlisted,

One hundred and three recruits have been enlisted. Of these one was discharged 1
as medically unfit, eighty completed their training and have been posted to distircts,
whilst the remaining twenty two were still under instruction31o1*n21033.

> . CURRICULUM.

" The period. of training is three months only. Every endeavour will be made to extend
/ this period. A three months course is not sufficient to turn out a well trained constable,
* particuliriy when the necessity arises of drafting them to districts for temporary duty
£ duirng periods of unrest.

W* During the latter quarter of 1933 one squad lost no less than twenty working days
^. ;'owing to emergency calls made on them, and others suffered in a similar manner.

More time is now being given to practical instruction than was previously the case.
JjTbe actual time of one hundred and twenty eight hours devoted to instruction in law
jifbas been reduced to one hundred and sixteen hours, and the remaining twelve hours is
gnow devoted to work of a practical nature.

An intensive form of riot drill is being taught with batons and shields, as well as
aj/ith arms, and is carried out under conditions approaching as nearly as possible those
spalHng for its actual use. On two different occasions during the latter part of the year
gfrecruits were called upon to help in the dispersal of riotous mobs, and they acquitted
gthemselves with great credit despite the fact that many of them had had only three
gjweeks training1.

Promotional courses were held for noncommissioned officers and constables, Twelve
COs attended and .all passed the examiners. Of the ten constables who attended eight

successful. ■<V

' ,Courses were also held at intervals during the year for Lewis gun training. In all
Mrty two attended. ' . ■ ■■

Very considerable keenness is shown by the constables employed at the depot in
K?paring themselves for the proficiency pay examination, and regular classes are .held
*^;them out of working hours at which the school instructors give their services.

r A gymnasium was erected during the year and is much used ;and appreciated by
__ u)ts and depot staff alike. The equipment includes a. horse. spring board, parallel
**■i platform punchball, punch bag, and boxing ring, and it /$ hoped ■ that ;.it will be
jaded to during the coming year. ; ■,.' , 1 : ;i■■. ■;■..,, . .
<The building commenced in 1932 for the accommodation of sick ■ personnel was

"^ipleted during the year.: It consists of an isolation anda, general :ward, .store rooms,
^oa/accommbdation for the medical orderly7.1Hot 1aird "cold ■waiter i5"laid'"bnl"The■
Sif§)!!!1ntaSes of having a sickbay in the depot are many, not the least of which is the
g|w5■ accommodation consequently made available in the government hospital.

DISCIPLINE. '
■* Discipline in the depot during the year, was good.



KECH.KAT10N AND SrOIl'l.

The playing field lias been well patronised during1 the summer and winter. Though
no outstanding' cricketers or soccer players arrived, a number of first class rugger men
have passed through the depot, and this team is probably the best seen in Palestine
for many years,

Owing to lack of new soccer blood the force team has not done well, and after
sweeping all before it for two years has struck a patch , of bad luck, partly due to*''
frequent spells of heavyduty and partly to lack of capable reserves■. ■Hockey is improving■,
and duirngthe last. quarter several good hockey players arrived.

A boxing instructor is now on the staff whose duties include boxing instruction,
physical training, JuJitsu, etc. The benefit of his instruction was seen at a recent contest
with the 2nd. Battalion The Seaforth Highlanders, and it is certain that next year with
his aid a very formidable team will be got together,

At the Force Sports a good vaultinghorse display was given by two
of recruits.

squads

The messing at the depot after passing through a bad period has now improved
considerably and fewer complaints are heard. .,,A working mess committee has been
formed with good results.

DANCES, CONCERTS AND BtU.IA.RDS,

Regular dances have been held throughout the year, and are perhaps the most
popular in Jerusalem. The one disadvantage, if it can be so called, is that they are so
well attended there is hardly room for everybody in tlie recreationroom.

Concerts have not been so frequent as is desirable and for the moment there would
appear to be a lack of talent.

The health of. the depot personnel had been good during the year until the latter
days of December when a number of men went down with influenza. The attacks were
not of a serious nature and no epidemic ensued.

)b) PALESTINIAN POLICE.

RECRUITING AND TRAINING OF RECRUITS.

The revised regulations for recruiting have proved satisfactory, and the force
continues to attract a good type 0E recruit. The keenness of the applicants is most
encouraging, and in many cases persons on the "Waiting List" who have not been called
for interview travel considerable distances at their own expense in the hope that they
may be accepted at once. They are, in general, considered in strict rotation.

It is a matter for regret that the exigencies of the service have made it necessary
to post recruits to districts before they have completed the full course of instruction',
The period of each course is six months, but in no case duirng the year has a recruit
remained for more than four months at the school. Every effort has been made to cover
all essential points during the period available, but it has not been possible, and the men
who have left the school after four months have not had an adequate knowledge of their _

duties and responsibilities. ' 1 ' ,' "' ■■■['" /"'/^'^/^T.:'f^i^'^Jf,';'' 

At the end of 1932 there were 52 recruits under training, and, l 202' were enlisted
duirng 1933. Of these 204 recruits, 177 have been posted to districts/ 15 resigned, 8
were discharged and the remaining 54 were still under tariningon ',aist^pecember.

CURRICULUM. ■' " ■ ■■ r'"'■ ;

It was hoped that the new Penal Code would be introduced during the year, but..~ ."' . '  "'" ר 6th June it has not yet been promulgated.
" ' ' " some preparatory work has

necessary alterations in the

it was nopeu mat me ihjw rva^i i^fue nvum "._ Liiuuu■**..
although the Code was published as a Bill on 6th June it has n(
No changes have therefore been made in the syllabus, but som
been done so that when the new Code is introduced the new
syllabus can be made without delay .



OT11KH COURSES.

Six promotional coursos were held for N.C.O's and constables and the total
attendance was fiftyseven. Nine N.C.O's and ten constables attended refresher courses.
si Course for Cadet SubInspectors was also held and was attended by ifve specially
selected candidates. All qualified and they were appointed SubInspectors of Police on
Onc year's probation.

PROFICIENCY PAY.

Proficiency pay examinations were held in January and July.
In the January examination all personnel who had qualified for the allowances

'$1 prior to January, 1928 were reexamined. H8 were affected by this order and on re
examination 29 qualified and retained the allowance. It will be seen, that a very high
standard is being maintained.

.. , The incidence of sickness has been very low, and there have been no cases of
Jj§/ serious illness during the year.

Rations have been satisfactory, and although, owing to a change in the contractor,
 the charge is slightly higher, the improvement in the quality of the food has justified

■i the increase.

DISCI PUN!;.

: There have been no seirous offences against discipline. This is largely attributable .
the House System, under which the House to which a man, who is punished for an
fence, is posted, loses marks in the House Championship.

Mr. B. Shitreet, Instructional Officer, was transferred to the Criminal Investigation
^Department on 5th October, and was replaced by Inspector Omar el Waari.
'~y Inspector P. J. Hackett, Adjutant, was transferred to the Nablus District. on 2nd.
!■February; and promoted to Acting Assistant Superintendent on 26th June. He was
replaced by Head Constable Black ' who was promoted to Acting British Inspector
[on 23rd. July.

( , Sergeant Salman Abd es Samad was promoted to SubInspector and was replaced
gtiyj Sergeant Khalil Hashem.

>,?,V Corporal Yousef Brener was promoted to SubInspector on 1st March and was
!placed by Corporal M. Avatichi.
' By the transfer of Mr. B. Shitreet and Inspector P. J. Hackett, the school has lost
■officers who have done most valuable work. Mr. Shitreet had been Chief Law

Instructor since S)th Apirl, J928 and had carried out these duties in a most efficient
manner. Inspector Hackett had acted ■as Adjutant (with the exception of the period 15th
!ptember, 1930 to 3Uth September, 1931) since 1926, when the school was reopened.

12. INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES.

5, The undermentioned officers whilst on leave in the United Kingdom duirng the
r attended a course of instruction or made a special study of some special feature :of
lce 0T prisons work : י . . ■ ■

$Mr. R. G B, Spicer, M.C., InspectorGeneral.  ■: ■' '
j A course of study in pirson administration held by H. M. Prison Commissioners
S,^'.^' T. Blackett, Superintendent of Prisons. . .,>;: , _.^K,^.,^h,. . ■

bait's to Winchester, Chelmsford, ' Pentonville and Wandsworth Prisons and to t
Jhaor Grange and Feltham Borstal Institutions.

jjjMr. MS. O'Rorke, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Headquarters,

'4$ A course of study of the working of the West Riding of Yorkshire Constabulary,
efa^ series of lecturesat the War Ofifce on Imperial Defence. '



4. Mr. R.O, Cafferata, Assisatnt Superintendent of Police.
A course for senior Colonial Police Ofifcers at New Scotland Yard.

6. Mr. JIM. Kyles, Assistant Superintendent of Police.

An advanced course of police lectures at the Royal United Services Institute,
Whitehall

6. Mr. AW.
A co

7. Mr. A H. Silver, M.B.E., Bandmaster.
A co

W. Riggs, AssistantSupeirntendent^of, Police. ._ , , _

nrse""for senior ColonialPolice Ofifcers at New Scotland Yard.

se of study at the Royal Academy of Music.

8. Mr. IIjS. Swain, Assistant Superintendent of Police.

A course of equitation and horsemanship at Imber Court.

9. British Inspector F.W. Pike.
A course of study in prison administration held by H.M. Prison Commissioners.

Every opportunity is taken of arranging some course of instruction or some special
study for senior ofifcers on leave, and thanks to the generosity of the Government it was
possible to make arrangements for a very considerable number of ofifcers during 1933.

These courses are of the greatest beneift and ensure that the force is kept abreast
of the latest advancements in police methods, which is most essential, and moreover
ensure that outlook is not parochial.

13. MOTOR TRANSPORT.

The following table shows the distribution of the lfeet throughout the force :

Headquarters
Depot Sc Prisons
C.I.D.
Jerusalem District
Northern District
Southern District
Nablus District
Beersheba District

Total

2. Three 30 cwt. Morris tenders, four Morris minors and six Triumph solo moto.r
cycles were added to the lfeet duirng the year to replace unserviceable vehicles.

3. The 30 cwt. tenders are iftted with a 26/55 h.p', six cylinder engine, and a
general utility body with removable canvas covering and seats. They have proved most
efifcient and are a great improvement on the 26 cwt. type,in that they carry a ■greater
load at a much higher speed. It will be our endeavour to increase the number of this
type of vehicle in our lfeet, and to abandon gradually, as they axe worn out, both the
26 cwt. and 12 cwt. types which do not stand up to our work so well.

4. The many advantages of a small seven h.p. carfor road traffic control work over
a motor cycle combination were clearly proved in 1932. Four of these cars, Morris Minors,
were delivered during the year and have been distributed to the heaviest trafifc centres
throughout the country where the results of their use have fully justiifed their introduction.

6. The six new Tirumph motor cycles are of the "Silent Scout" model, and are also
used on traffic control. Towards the end of 1932 the lfeet was increased by seven other,
Tirumph motor cycles which were allocated to ofifcers who hitherto had used their private
cars for ofifcial purposes and drew a consolidated allowance. These cycles had not been.
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sufficiently long in use at tlie end of 1932 to form an opinion of their practicability as
transport for ofifcers. They were given a very considerable test during the year and it
has been found that if used only on good roads, or fair tracks of hard surface in good
weather, they are a very efifcient means of transport. They are, however, unsuitable for
sandy country or other tracks in anything but the best weather and their use as far as

 possible is now being■ conifned to those areas the road conditions of which are most
;; suitable. The young officer of today, however, is regrettably motorcar minded, and does
": pot get the best out of his motor bicycle.

j. AH vehicles requiring complete overhaul are brought into the depot workshops
Sj where major repairs, including reboring of oval cylinders, body reconstruction, etc., have/fbeen carried out successfully by the motor transport staff.

7, The question of protecting personnel in open tenders has been taken up and a
j&very efifcient form of cover devised and iftted to one of the new 30 cwt. tenders. The
$rfame {or the canvas cover has been■ strengthened sufficiently to take a sheet metal root,
A'a/icfstout wire mesh screens, sufifciently strong to withstandordinary missiles, have been
[?iftted between the roof and the sides and back of the tender. The side screens are so
!/■made as to be easily cleared when personnel have to alight from tenders at short notice.
$xhe normal entrances and exits are made through a wire mesh door at the rear. The
B canvas cover can be lowered over the whole of the roof and wire mesh sides and affords
xboth cover from view and from inclement weather, while a good view is provided through,'
jjmica windows in the sides. The covers and wiring have been so successful that the
$: remaining two 30 cwt. tenders are now being similarly equipped, and it has been decided
S&'to instruct the manufacturers to add similar equipment with an armoured glass wind
g5creen when further purchases are made.

B. .Duirng the recent disorders, when all vehicles of the lfeet were subjected to
jgsevere trials, two breakdowns only, of a minor nature, occurred.

The following table shows the distances travelled by the force motor transport
luring the year:

Touring cars
Tenders
Prison Vans

Morris Minors and Motor Cycles

Total

233,951 Kilos..
476,820 ,,

■:. 14. REMOUNTS.

/; The number of animals on strength on the 31st. December, 1993, was ;
;.;Horses Privately owned 569

Government owned 101

Camels Privately owned 70

Total 740

Duirng the year 74 remounts were cast or died. This number represents a decrease
0 on the ifgures for 1932. The decrease is largely due to the system of revaluation
[uced in the latter part of that year.

lff*e following table shows the causesof castings and deaths : ! ■

£OId age.
^Debility.
*Blindness. ,

!Digestive diseases^ "'"1
^Stumbling and lameness.
/■Fractures and accidents.
:"cart disease.
^Epidemics and contagious diseases.
:*Other diseases.

4
2

' 4
8

14
11
10
2
6
7
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Although the number of animals cast for various reasons is approximately the s.imc
as last year there has bedjn a very considerable reduction in the number of deaths, par
ticularly those resulting from digestive diseases, and there is little doubt that generally
throughout the force there has been much Improvement in horsemastership.

Very considerable dif ]1

obtaining suitable remount
scarcity of suitable horses
be reduced to four years, '
suitable for racing. has unc
and the real scarcity of re

iculty was experienced during the latter part of the year in
at reasonable prices,. and towards the end, of the, year the

1t'h suitable prices' became 'so acute that the' age' limit had to
"he better market in Egypt and Syira for Palestinian horses
oubtedly been largely responsible both for the rise in prices
iQunts.

Gelding was1 successfi lly continued during the year.

The cost of forage amounted to LP.14,662, and LP.19SJ3'was paid as compensation
for the loss of pirvately owned animals. These figures show a reduction of LP. 5,198
and LP, 404, respectively, on those of 1932.

.' . 15. CONDUCT.

ItRITlSII K>L1CE.

JUDICIALLY PUNISHED.

Fined :
Imprisonment by Courts

FORCK PUNISHMENTS. .>

Reprimanded. ■ . . ., .

Fined . . ■ ■.

Reduced in rank
;Dismissed for misconduct

1PALESTINIAN l'OLICE,

'JUDICIALLY PUNISHKD.

;Fined
Imprisoned by Courts .

FORCEIJUNIS[f.tfEN TS.

|Fined
Reprimanded . ■ .■

Forfeitures of Good Conduct Bad]
Forfeitures of Proficiency Pay
Other minor punishments
Reduced in rank .

Dismissed for misconduct

1833193219311830

1

12

OS654042
127188124161

3622
13161019

1131

2
44

297225878479
816407719
911286029
18_

24H
1214117

28864847

(a) As regards British personnel there is little change generally on last year's .
figures, except for a decrease in the numbers dismissed for misconduct. An increase in
the number of repirmands is offset by 3 corresponding decrease in the number fined.

)b) So far as the Palestinian personnel are concerned there is a very considerable
decrease in the number of serious punishments awarded and in the number of reprimands,
With regard to fines, however, there is an increase, these beingfor' the most' part awarded
for loss of kit, sometimes represented by a button. Towards the close of 1933 it was
decided that loss of kit, not occasioned by gross negligence, should not constitute a force
entry, it is therefore contemplated that there will be a considerable reduction under this
head in the coming year. י . ,■.; ,

.16. HONOURS AND COMMENDATIONS.  ■

His Majesty the King1 was graciously pleased to confer the following honours on
the undermentioned officers of the force :

(a) THE KrNC'S POLICE MEDAL.

Birtish Inspector A.H. Leeves.



!.or courageous conduct in connection with the killing of the notorious robber and
murderer EidesS'inic, on the 16th October, 1932.

EidesSanie had been 'wanted' since 11)20, when he escaped from the Beersheba
)ckup while serving a term of imprisonment for theft. Since that year he had
rnmitted no less than eighteen serious crimes, including two murders, one attempted
..,^"r and nine highway robberies. Among his victims and those of his gang were

nstables shot dead and two wounded, He had been sentenced in default to
ase, and to penal servitude for life in another.

חנ was received on the lGth of October that EidesSanie had been seen
lalf hours distant from the Imara Police Post, and that lie was armed, British
es made immediate dispositions, taking his own private car with three
lered a mounted party of the Imara Police to effect contact with him

ifgS1 The party found the tracks of the outlaw's horse and Inspector Leeves drove his
f^r straight to ב tent where he had noticed a grey horse tethered. EidesSanie heard
!the car, ran out of the tent, and fired point blank at the car but missed.

(b) THE MOST EXCEI.I.KNT ORDER OF THEHKITIS II EMl'IRE (CIVIL DIVISION.)

:Member  Mr. A. 11. Silver, A. S. P., Bandmaster.
JBjivMr. Silver has been in charge of the Police Band since its formation in 1021, and,
nUpite of many difficulties, has. maintained a high state of efficiency. In addition to his
ark ;as Bandmaster he has proved himself, in times of stress, capable of performing

executive duty.

)c) THE MOST EXCELLENT ORDER OF THE HRITISII EM PI UK (CIVIL DIVISION.)

j^,Medal  Inspector WadieMas'ad.
T<This honour was conferred for work of a high standard performed in the murder
sjbf a British official.

17. CORRESPONDENCE AND CLERICAL STAFF.

 k'jThe reorganisation affecting clerical work in the various offices of the force has,
ring: the last year, continued on the lines mentioned in the Annual Report for 19S32.

M'TAe item in the estimates under the heading of "Extra Clerical Assistance" was
from LP. 300. to LP. 1500 and, in consequence, ic was possible to employ

!nty .temporary clerks at a wage of LP. 5 per mensem, and to release for police work
~>er, an equivalent number ofpolice1 'personnel who had hitherto been employed as
Wi!"he's■
^Various measures have been adopted in order not only to decrease the volume of
'al .work, but to make for the easier working of the essentials that have to be
d ;out.

f^A; considerable amount of labour is necessary in ■the registration of incoming and
"S'PS" correspondence.!£$!/. ■■. ■ , . 1 ■
HP. ■order to reduce this routine to a minimum, arid at the same time to ensure the
f*jfy acknowledgement of correspondence, a foi m known as a "Correspondence
M?f; was evolved, and has been found to answer its purpose admirably.
/he ■form is used as follows :
L* despatching correspondence the . despatch ., cler

p£1n.duplicate, and forwards the original "with t

xrrlP£.■ ergistrarclerk completes one further columr
ipiete record of the correspondence received. Tl
uOCd at /■/>/. nft: _r .. * . __ .,._ .,___,. .

It ,completes three columns of the
e correspondence; On receipt the
of the voucher. . He has than a
duplicate copy of the voucher?.!"■ "." ul iiiu uarresponaencereceived . 11 e aupi:

$?££ at the office of origin acts as the "outgoing register

fn^/"r.tlle,r, advantage of this system is that in addition to serving as an "Incoming"
sH'Somg Register, the voucher also servesas' a "Packing Note", and missing
i?" 1^061P1 of a packet can at once be detected and brought to notice.



As a result of this introduction, it has been possible to dispense with the services
0/ one clerk at Headquarters and to post him to another formation, thus releasing
a police writer for police work , proper.

1st. December, 1938, was:
CLERICAL STAFF,

The clerical stalf 01 the force on

Birtish
_... . .r. . ,,,.. ■,,Moslems■'■ .;*

\ .■■■■■■''' '' ' Christians
Jews

The following members of the staff are mentioned for good work performed by ,
them during■ the year: 

Mr, S. C. Knight Chief Clerk, Headquarters.
,, G. H. Williams Contidential Clerk to the InspectorGeneral.
,, H. M. Moses Chief Clerk, Northern District Headquarters, .

: ,, A. Jacoby Accounts Branch, Headquarters.
,, J. Nedivi Southern District Headquarters.
,, J. Fillil Beersheba District Headquarters.
Mr. A. Wachtel Stores Branch, Headquarters.

: Miss E. Mafheson Criminal Investigation Department.
;. ,, M. Meyouhas Headquarters Office.

i 18. POLICE STATIONS AND POSTS. : i
A considerable advance was made duringthe year in the opening of new stations

and posts. In all two new stations and three posts were opened while seven existing
posts were raised to the standard of police stations. These units at the close of the
year numbered :

Stations 56 Posts 53.

The policy of increasing the number of stations throughout the country has proved
most successful in the general reduction of crime, not the least reason lor which is the
better convenience of the public so given, and in return the greater help received from
the public.

19. HOUSING.

1) BRITISH PERSONNEL.

Comparative table of marired quarters :
al.Hiieii.)Mount Scp™!"c"1p(Number occupied on

37
61

29
63

. 8
8

31 December. 1932
31 December, 1933

On 31st December, 1933, there were 87 personnel on the married strength of whom
9 were awaiting quarters. The married strength on the 31st. December, 1932, was 67.

The location of married quarters at the end of the year was as under :
1Herzeliya8Mount Scopus Camp
2Ramie11 ;Jerusalem

[0V 1Zikhron Ya'a!Haifa
1KarkuriJafaf
9Nazareth2Ramallah
1Tiberias1Qaryat el Inab
3SafadSHebron
5Acre1Bethlehem
6Nablus1Beersheba

61.TOTAL
The average cost of hired quarters acquired during the year was £P.44 per annum

per married quarter. . , /



Where a man on the married strength is not provided with quarters and his wife
js consequently living in the United Kingdom the latter is entitled to draw a Separation
Allowance of £P, 52 per annum. The principle, therefore, in the matter of acquiring
ma"ie(l quarters is to find a suitable house or flat at a rental not exceeding the amount

■;payable as Separation Allowance, less rates and taxes which are payable by Government.
jn order to work to this principle it is necessary to go outside the cities to find

1rters at a reasonable rent, and this accounts for the considerable number of married
utters in Nazareth, Nablus and Acre,

_£J: A sum of £P. iJ.BQO was provided in the Public Works Extraordinary Estimates,
~983>84, for the erection of six married quarters at Mount Scopus. Work on them was

commenced up to 31st December, 1933.

;'.The quarters are to be double storied flats, eachproviding: 
Two bedrooms.

Dining room.

Living room.
Kitchen.

Bath room.
W.C. and terrace.

4 x 8.80 m.

4 x 3.80 m.

i x 3.60 m.

3.150 x 2.'10 m.

^PALESTINIAN PERSONNEL

??Duirng the year additional accommodation has been found in stations and
(■;for: i

88 unmarried personnel.
5 married personnel.

jpTAt Yajur (Ahva) Shatta, Sarona and Qatra new buildings of a "Standard" type have
^constructed by Public Works Department and opened as stations or posts, each of
'1 ,accommodates five unmarried constables and one N.C.O. in a married quarter.
The provision of married quarters for Palestinian personnel is probably the most
't problem of the force, and funds are being included in the 19340 Draft Estimates
bis purpose.

20. CLOTHING AND EQUIPPING THE FORCE.

3 revised system of stores accounting was developed on the lines referred to in
5Vs" report, but for many reasons it was not possible to achieve the progress
>ated, . The chief reason was the considerable increase in the number of stores
Ting units and the continuous flow of indents from them, and the fact that much
'■*had to be made in the supply of barrack and ofifce equipment, as it was only
"*he last few years that funds were available {or this purpose. Neverthless it was
1during the year to equip completely the mounted and camelry branches and
:.!section.

J rifles, 147 revolvers, 20 other firearms, 1 Lewis gun and 10 bicycles were
1. In addition many other articles were ■repaired including a Petter oil engine,
"uments, C.I.D. equipment, wireless stores, etc., and a considerable amount of
1 and nickle was salvaged and sold by auction.

ifef?■'0' the force for th
g^02,fpn :that.of the.prev:
!g*nt "necessary for the™ Palestine, and the T

year was £P. 420,774 which represents an increase
<usyear.. .This increase is mainly due to the additional
stter policing of the Wadi Araba, in the extreme

j.%■"' * aicsune, ana me 11 Ikarm plain, the establishment of the new divisions
$?, a,nd. Jaffa Rural, and sx new police stations, the provision of extra clerical
:j^piace constables employed in the police offices, the improved conditions of
tz?jProved telephone and wireless communications, the provision of special equip
gjfot Work, and the furnishing of married quarters.



The expenditure per head of the force' was £P. 1?5, an Increase of J.7% on the ,
figures for 1932. On the other hand the cost of police per head of the population, which
was 883 mils, showsa. decrease of 0/ס4.5 on the previous year,

The following■ table shows these figures in comparison with other forces, and is
of interest; 1

.'Ratio"of police'.'
to population':1'Cost'per head

0( population
>. Cost per bead"'1'

of police

. 1:468
1:809
1: 192

888 Mils .
Sol ,, ' ■
397 ,, ;

£P. 175
£P. 188

■£P. 78

Palestine.
Trinidad.
Alexandria.

SUPERNUMERARY POLICE.

£P. 2,413 was spent in respect of 34 supernumerary police employed at Ramie
by the Royal Air Force and by pirvate individuals, These sums were reimbursed by
their employers.

97 ghaffirs were employed at villages and settlements under supervision of the
police. The cost, £P. 4,010, was recovered from the bodies concerned.

PART II  CRIME

, ' . 22. GENERAL.

'■ : The increasing improvement in public security is clearly relfected in the crime
statistics for 1933, which show an allround decrease of more than 400/0 on the ifgures
for 1932, which themselves were lower than any duirng the preceding ifve years. The
following table shows the numbers of true casesreported: 

Indictable
Offences.

NonIndictable
Offences.

I submit that the ifgures above are in themselves more than adequate proof of the
increasing efifciency of the force which is proud to have achieved this phenomenal
reduction. ' !

19831932198119301929

2,881

9,721

4,133

17,950

4,815

28,008

4,284

27,832

4,728

22,804

23. MURDER. . ■ ■.. .. ■■;.

Murder, which is almost an "unpreventable" crime, has decreased by eleven cases.
Comparative figures for the past ifve years are :

19331932193119301929

108119119126178

Ofthe 108 cases in 1933, in 84 cases the accused were brought to justice;in 6
cases the accused were untraced, and in 18 cases investigations are proceeding and the
g ses were pending■ at the close of the year. ... ■ :.:



Analysis of the murders by the methods of their commission is worthy of note.

19031082Method

8740Shooting
2731Stabbing
8332Beating
1NilPoisoning
33Strangling
77Other means

, An interesting feature /s that the decrease of eleven cases of murder in 1933 is a
**^decrease in cases involving the use of ifrearms and knives,

24. HIGHWAY ROBBERY.

This class of crime has decreased in a marked manner. Comparative ifgures arcr given only for the past three years, as prior to 1931 the classiifcation "Highway Robbery"
4wifs applied in a very restricted sense, so that statistics for earlier years form no basis
*of comparison with those below :

'" The decrease is remarkable, and is undoubtedly due to (a) the efficiency of patrols
[gib) the fear of conviction due to increasing success in detection on the part of the police

193819321081

346798

25. ANIMAL THEFT.

J Cises of animal theft are no longer of a very serious nature so far as concerns the
/tie of the stolen animals, but even in this class of cirme the total for 1933 15 the
west on record.
/There were 312 cases reported as against 611 in 1932, and an average of 676 for
:!preceding ifve years.

; I

1933 : 1933 :19311930192919281927
i
CASES
*

~♦* \
700 \500

500 \ /
\\\w~£00

: :

26. 'AGRARIAN CRIME.

3', I" most satisfactory to note that this particularly irritating class of offence
SgffJ from 1403 in 1932 to 846 cases duritit' 1933.



The power delegated to Assistant District Commissioners and certain District Ofifcers
in February, 1982, enabled summary action to be taken against offending villages under
the Collective Punishment Ordinance. ■ I

The Prevention of Crime Ordinance has also been actively resorted to, some hund
reds of persons having been bound over to keep the peace, thus preventing retaliation
and the carrying on of village and family feuds, which found vent in tree ■

animal maiminj

Another useful measura has been the appointment, in certain instances,
under the Police Ordinance.

utting, and

of ghafifrs

Thistype: of crime has been most prevalent in the following divisk ns and the
reduction is shown as under.

Cases
19SS1882

1842G4Nablus
171B85Jcnin
109265Tulkarm
184'"""169Haifa (Rural(

It is considered that this reduction is relfected in the reduced number of casGS of
murder and attempted murder, revenge for agrarian crime frequently ending in such acts
of violence.

; 27. THEFT BY BREAKING INTO PREMISES.

This, psychologically one of the most dangerous cirmes, has been the subject of
special attention, and the success attending the organisation and carrying out of efficient
preventive me;isures is shown in a reduction of such cases by no less than 5'20/0, a most
gratifying achievement, which has meant real devotion to duty by the personnel employed
on night patrols.

THEFT BY BREAKING INTO PREMISES.

1.500
1,400
1.BO0

1,200

1,100
1,000
900
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1932 : 1933 :193119301929192811927
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1.040 .493 ;8111,3571,4421.50411.489



\■" .|he ifgures are, 1 submit, phenomenal, and probably have reached thu lowest Poi"
e/ reduction.
'n1e value of property stolen during 1033 was less than in any other year (or which
comparative statistics are available. Not only in preventive measures, however, but als0
]" detection of theft cases and recovery of stolen property, the police have achieved

,' notcworthy success, as the accompanying table shows :
PerconURValue ofV

property recoveredrty stolenP'op"Vat

14.36,761LP:40,329LP:1027
27.48,030LP:32,605LP:1928

8.07,783LP:90,664LP:1929
22.86,732LP:29,606LP:1930
40.612,719LP:31,321LP:1931
29.76,761LP:22,707LP:1932
64.612,270LP:22,490LP:1983

NIGHT PATROLS.

_,, The marked decrease in cases of Theft by Breaking is, as I have already mentioned,
?^relfection of the good work performed by night patrols. The accompanying graph is

dicative of chat commendable zeal and efifciency :
ARRESTS BY NIGHT PATROLS.

\ 1933 I1932193119ao1929192819S?
:er
Vsons.

. 1
.12,600

/ ::1,■400

/Ui:2,eoo 
:SJ
t8;000  //a■
gr.800 /pUo

/P.400
efsoo
jtfoDO  /
M6OO

.^w>Pi 600 

i : ;

: :

28. MANSLAUGHTER.

>' The sole instance in which the crime statistics for 1933 show an increase i

at manslaughter.

1933193219311930

79697178
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This is duo almost entirely to the i ncrease of motor traffic in the country, (G5 of
the 79 cases were brought as results of road accidents) and the difficulty 01 preventing
accidents in an almost pavementless country, especially in some of the large towns
where main thoroughfares are stiil narrow. It is gratifying to note that municipal bodies
are realising their own share of responsibility in this direction, and in many towns
throughout the country streetwidening is proceeding apace. Other "safetyfirst" measures
have been adopted, and Road Regulations are being rigidly enforced,

29. PROSECUTIONS UNDER GOVERNMENT ORDINANCES.

Statistics of prosecutions under Government Ordinances (other than the Road
Transport Ordinance which is treated separately in Part IV of this Report) indicate
some improvement, in that fewer cases came under the notice of the police, and the
percentage of convictions obtained reached the very satisfactory figure shown in the
table below :

1933193210311930Persons

14,281

89.8

15,621

86.07

16,763

_49.1

15,512

83,6

Number prosecuted

Percentage of
convictions

\ SEIZURESOF FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION.

An important feature of police work is the tracing and seizure of unlicensed .
firearms and ammunition which, considering the temperament of the people as a whole,
are potential instruments; of crime. Seizures effected were as under ;

FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION SEIZED 19321933.

iceableI"■"cableScrvic

Firearm
1938193219331932

1919225263Rifles

2980269835Pistols and revolvers

1814156221Shotguns

I'istol and
revolvernnmbs nml

grenadesYear

4,955 rds.8,480 rds.
27

1932

2,086 rds.5,827 rds.6ti1938

From the middle of November until the end of the year a special party of The Trans
Jordan Frontier Force and police was posted on the eastern frontier.,of.. Palestine from
jisr Banat Yaqub to the Dead Sea, with the object of concentrating on arms traffic
between TransJordan and Palestine which was reported by the Officer Commanding the
Arab Legion to be prevalent. Of the above seizures The TransJordan Frontier Foxce
accounted for 17 rifles, 6 revolvers, 2 shotguns and 116 rounds of ammunition.

; . 30. TRAFFIC IN NARCOTIC DRUGS.

: In the matter of narcotic drugs, close liaison has been maintained with the autho
rities in Egypt in an endeavour to prevent the smuggling of hashish from Syria to
Egypt through Palestine. The fact that the price of Syrian hashish in Egypt has risen
: during 1933 is taken as an indication that the transit traffic through Palestine has, in



^7C.{/ i^eu suniuwliuiciirLiilud ■although actual seizures liavc not b<:on very large ; 154.6UU
kilogrammes of liashish and 5/248 kilogrammes of opium represent the total of narcotic

■ >1rugs confiscated.

Efforts are being made to stamp out altogether the hashish habit in Palestine,
Hwbich js not very prevalent. Raids have been made on cafes where it was suspected
jtftliat hashish was being smoked, and where even minute quantities have been found
*■■prosecutions have ensued. During the year 276 persons were prosecuted for such
jgjffences of whom 226 were convicted.

I

31.'. INTOXICATING LIQUOR.

Statistics concerning liquor licences and drunkenness show that, on the whole, the
1ulation of Palestine is abstemious :

N",,,,,r 0, ptmcc",io,"

die Intoxiciitinj,'
Liquor( OrHnanc■

duirng 1933."wholesnle" licences(.
/1' yolke Division

r
773S06

B
Bjemsalem City

40?!Jerusalem Rural
SiHebron
269886KHaila Urban
1Sicfaifa Rural
_2212|cr

: 21130||NiUareth
2128gSriberias
1.47|||eftl

_88ENablus
IKjTuIkani

2Eg".■■
514766Sjaffa Urban
68266

8_Wi|pk Rural
i'85 'w^amletK6jxrt

gMr 
2j^pecsheba

60339881iiMPalestin

■ 32 OUTSTANDING CRIMINAL CASES OF 1033 SUMMARISED.

2RFEIT COINING.

L*)^> ^n February 16th, as a result of prolonged supervision over certain suspected
"1 a raid was carired out by the Nazareth Police in the ' Tareineh Quarter of the
?™ch resulted in the confiscation of 1a complete coiner's outfit and 190. newlymade
"'^ coins of 20, 50 and 100 mils denominations. Two men caught in the act of
vete wicsteti ana subsequentty convicted, each being sentenced to four years
irtude.

s.imormationthat coining was being cariredout i
P1 Jerusalem, from an agent.

Nazareth was firstreceived '

nf y * 8gent was sent to Nazareth to work with the Divisional Police. The invest!
■War 1 d SIJkseq"ent search and seizure were most efficiently carried out by the
srf ot'ce under the instructions 0! SubInspector Suleiman Azar Samandar.
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Useful work was also performed by;  ■ /
Afa BOS, Sgt. Amin Saad. ' 1
No. 312, British Constable J.B. Eldred.

)2) On December lot!) Fayed Haj Said Manneh, a merchant of Jaffa, paid £P' 4.845 ..

mils to the local tax collector In silver coin. The tax collector gave a receipt for the ■
money, and later went to a money changer to exchange the silver for notes, The money"
changer,, in counting, the silver coins, declared that most' of them.; were counterfeit: "The*

■' coins were submitted to' the Government Analyst for examination and it was found that ;
forty coins of 50 mils denomination (face value: £P, 2) were counterfeit, and had been ;
struck from the same dies. .■■_ ,

THE SflAFA AMR MURDER. ■ ■. \

EarJy on the morning of August the 4th, while entering the Mosque at Shafa Amr, ■■

Saleh Mohamed Shibl, a wealthy landowner, was attacked with an axe, struck over the /

head and instantly killed. The motive of the murder was thought to be revenge per t
petrated by some tenant whom Saleh Mohamed had evicted from his land, or some ;
person who had lost on a deal in land in which. the deceased was concerned. Investigations .

led to the arrest of two men, who confessed to the crime and produced the axes alleged ■\

to have been used in the commission of the murder. Further enquiry led to the discovery /
:that the murder had been instigated, and on August the 22nd six persons were brought
before the Birtish Magistrate at Haifa and remanded. Three others were arrested later, ■
On October the 7th the British Magistrate committed five of the accused for trial .■

and acquitted four. On January 25th, 1934 the two men who had confessed to the murder ;■

were sentenced to death, and the three alleged instigators were acquitted for lack of
evidence. ■ ' ;

The investigation of this case, which had considerable interest in 'the Northern :

District, was capably supervised by Mr. ■Halim Basta, A.S.P. "C". ■'■'.

Mr. K. Cohen, A.S.P, Haifa Rural Division, performed useful and intelligent work,
and the following also meirt commendation for thorough and efficient investigation.

Inspector Mohamed Badawi,
■ . Inspector Shafjk Dieb.

No. 829, Sgt. Ahmed Naif.
. No. 689, Const. Tewfik Nurallah. ■..

HIGHWAY ROBBERY.

The most outstanding cases of highway robbery were those organised and perpet
rated by an escaped prisoner named Ahmad Hamad Mahmoud, alias "Abu Jildeh", who
collected two other desperadoes, Abu Doleh and Saleh Armeet, as associates, committed
several acts of brigandage involving no less than five murders, and then retired to a sane
tuary as yet undiscovered, but possibly in the Jordan Valley, TransJordan or the
Hedjaz. It can be stated, however, that police pressure had prevented him from operating .
from October till the end of the year.

The escapades of Abu Jildeh and his gang are summarised hereunder: 
January 16th  Murder of three men (his own relatives) in Tammun village.

February 20th/21st.  Highway Robbery at Beit Dajan village.

March 6th  Highway Robbery near Tubas village.

Apirl 12th  Highway Robbery near Tubas village.

Victims

impoveirshed
fellaheen.

May 22nd .  Ambushed and killed Constable Hussein el Assali at ,Wadt
Shandak in cold blood. :■

August 20th  Animal Theft with violence near Tammun village (Shepherd
attacked and sheep stolen).

August 30th  Highway Robbery between Jenin'andBeisan(stole money from
villagers of Anza).'\ ■' 7 v, .''' "A" ' '■■■■■■■:1 ' ■■■ י

September 7th '.  Participated in a Highway Robbery on the JerusalemJericho
Road. Abu Jildeh was not seen ■ personally, but liis rifle was
identified from spent cartirdges picked up near the scene of the
holdup. Pinimpressions were identical with those on .cartridges
picked up on September ;the30th. ;at the spot from where Abu
Jildeh was fiirng. ::. / : \ :



September 11111

M'jf September 80th

 Highway Robbery near Jiftlik (stole money from villagers of.
Dcit Furik).

 Accompanied by Saleli Armeet, shot and killed Hassan el Jaghoub,
one of two special policemen who encountered the two brigands
at Khirbet Yasouf and engaged them with rifle fire,

>Wi\lE MURDKR OF DK, HA.IM ARI.OSOROFF.

jK. On the night of the 16th 1June Dr. Haim Arlosoroff, the Political Secretary of the
?Jewish Agency in Palestine, was walking, together with his wife, along the beach at
"je1 Aviv, when he was accosted by a man and asked the time. An electric torch was
^10ne on his face and he remonstrated, whereupon he was again asked the time and a
gcotid man produced a revolver and shot him. in the abdomen, The culprits thereupon
if^'away and the screams of Mrs. Arlosoroff attracted to the scene certain other persons
$0 were not far away.

Si|i pr. ArlosorofF was assisted to a motor car while his wife ran along the seashore
yJan hotel where they earlier had taken food, in order to telephone to the police and
Qi^jm ambulance. The time was between 10 and 11 p.m.
Jf^Cr, Arlosoroff died in the Hadassah Hospital before there was time for an operation
$££ performed or for a blood transfusion to be made.

Mi The ;case is still sub judice three accused are before the Examining Magistrate.

S'tjd AT BARCLAY'S HANK liV SAMUEL STEIN.W ' ;
[^On 14th November, 1933, a man who gave his name as Samuel Stein, presented,
_■ Tel Aviv branch of Messrs. Barclay's Bank, a letter of credit which appeared to
§*< been issued by the Canadian Bank of Commerce, Montreal, for the sum of £10.000 ;

tained oh this occasion £2,218 and on the following day a further sum of £5,000.
§?Af ter : the second payment the Bank decided to cable to Montreal, and on thej of theI 6th learned that no such letter of credit had been. issued. The police
^informed, and early action by the Inspector i/c of Tel Aviv Police, assisted by the
jjat Lydda and the C.I.D., elicited the fact that a man answering to Samuel Stein's
ription: had left the Palatih Hotel that morning for an unknown destination. He was
"* ally traced to Lydda Station and was believed to have left by train. All ports
_1tions were watched. A railway porter remembered having placed baggage belon
to'/a man answering Samuel Stein's description in the train for Egypt. This was

..discovered some: time after the departure of the train at 11 a.m. At the request of
D&G., Squadron Leader F.O. Soden, D.F.C., Royal Air Force, who is in close liaison
t&e" C.I.D., on being requested agreed to fly his own machine to Gaza, the next
[at,which it was possible to arrange to stop the train and effect a search.
Tie; ;bank official who attended to Stein awaited the plane on the beach at Jaffa,
(eked. up and flown to Gaza, whence he proceeded to the railway station.
"he Inspector in charge of the police at Gaza was searching the train on his
J£Which, by arrangement with the General Manager of the Palestine Railways,
*en delayed until the arrival of the bank official. The Inspector had singled out
Uvidual for interrogation and search';' the bank ofifcial arrived and identified Stein
if|K*he ,had assumed different clothes and dark glasses. On his baggage being
"JitAe/sum of £5,000 in notes was discovered.
Jn was returned by car to Tel Aviv where he was charged before the Court.

errence to New Scotland Yard revealed the fact that Samuel Stein hi
1vEn gland. His aliases are Herman 'M. Cohen, Charles Watson, S
^Garcy. He was born at Hull in England during 1899.

*^case is an excellent example of co operation between the various branches of

t that Samuel Stein had a crin.. . .
Gerstein

ggjand the Royal Air Force, and
AOvY. It is the first occasion where ail
a.*or 1"e purpose of detecting an offer
™*ting trial,

illustrates the value of aerial transport 1u
.ial transport has been requisitioned in this
der. At the end of the year the case was

gOMBOUTRAOT..

r^reference to the Nahalal Bomb O trage which occurred in December, 1932,
'tr?^"*'0"00' in the Annual Report for that year, it is gratifying to be able to
j£*w a|ler weeks of persistent investigation, the murderers were discovered. For
l^er^of Joseph Yacoubi and his son Dlivid at Nahalal on December 22nd, 1932,
ajsiao Ghalayini and Mustafa AH Ahmad were duly convicted and sentenced to
^?ntence being conifrmed by the Court of Appeal.
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Special Mention.
 It "';is entirely due to the untiring1 efforts 0/ Mr. jj, p. r;CC[ £>eputy Inspector

General, C.I.D., aided by Mr. Halim Basta, A. S. P., that this extremely dififcult case
1 as successfully investigated.

The main clue by which the police built up this case was the following:
In 'reconstructing the bomb* from' pieces recoveredat Nahalal, and also .a fragment:.of 1,

n etal which was removed from the deceased boy, it was discovered that the ' bom'b was
unusual construction and showed signs 0/ an expert hand. Reference to police in Syira

id Egypt showed that it was far superior to anything ever used in these countries. :■■_ .

The base of the bomb was of cast iron, about 2 inches in diameter andcup shaped.
This was joined by a screwed nipple to a metal reducer on the top of which . was
screwed with a further nipple a small cap 1/s an inch in diameter which had been bored
to allow of the admission of a fuse.

The explosive (potassium chlorate and sugar) was mixed with fragments 01 metal
usually employed in window ifttings, and also large nails. '1I.. ...

It was discovered that the base cap bore a peculiar trade mark. After exhaustive
enquiry it was learned that these caps were of Japanese manufacture, and that only thirty
of them had ever been imported into Palestine prior to the murder. By careful search
twentysix of■ these caps were traced by the police. It was learned that a distributor had
sold two of these caps to an Arab. This Arab, Ahmed Ghalayini, denied the purchase,
but his premises, (a bicycle and lamp repair shop) were searched and a number of the
screw nipples, similar to that used in the bomb, in question were found.

Pieces of metal similar to that from which the shrapnel had been cut to form part
of the original bomb were found on his premises. On the shrapnel found. at. Nahalal im
pressions as of a vice were visible,, The pattern on the vice found in Ghalayini's shop
corresponded with these markings.. .■

Many hundreds of vices in various parts of the Northern District of Palestine were■
examinedand; impressions in lead were taken of any similar to Ghalayini's. Of all those
examined Ghalayini's was the only one which corresponded with the marks left 0x1 the
shrapnel. It was furthermore discovered that a number of small caps similar to that used
to close the bomb, had been purchased from another distributor by Ghalayini.

Ghalayini and his partner, Khalil Ibrahim Mohd. Eissa, were arrested.
Investigations led the police to believe that the latter had been a member of a So

ciety known as "The Bearded Sheikhs", and the outrage was believed to be one of a
series which had occurred in the Northern District over a period ^\0ז^^ס1זד00 two years
previously.

.The local control of the investigations was now left in the hands of Mr. H. Basta,
A.S.P. ■i/c Crime, Northern District. As a result of his investigations a search was effected
in Saffuriya village and a bomb of the same construction and composition, markings, etc.
as that used in Nahalal, was discovered in the possession of Mustapha Ali el Ahmed.

This man eventually made a confession that lie together wi th a number of others
who belonged to a secret society, which included Ahmed Ghalayini, had met on the
;night of the murder near Saffuriya village and proceeded to Nahalal where Ghalayini
threw the bomb. . ■■. m. ■

; This confession was retracted, but was taken into consideration by the Court and
used against him.
: Altogether five persons were placed on trial for the murder, but only two of these,
to wit, Ahmed Ghalayini and Mustapha Ali el Ahmed were found guilty and : sentenced
to death. , י■ .■. . . , ■;!.;. . '1 .!:^.:■=,.'.י \ . _.

The following officers worked under the able direction 0f(Mr. Halirri Basta,A.S. P.:
SubInspector Meyer K.leima.n. ' ,'" . '," . .■■ ' \\\ ''::; ',,;,>,י , . '
Inspector Mohamed Bedawi. .... t . V.:, *

■; SubInspector Suleiman Azar. :," ,. ■;

:■■ ■ Birtish Inspector G. F. ' Millar.' ~\ ■;■'■ ■,;■1:■:■■.■■^■1^y. ■W'^^.'r'Xi'Ui■'.■■' ;....:\':: .
■ : No. 829, Sgt. Ahmed Naif. ■ ■ ■ ■.'r  ■.

No. 788, Cpl. Munir Abu Fadil.
No. 689, Const. Tewifk Nurallah. : ■:

No. 735, Const. AhmedJ aber.
No. 632, Const. Jamil Danaf.
No. 899, B'Cpl. J. N. Petire. .
No. 370, B/Const. A.E. Conquest.

. ■ ' No, 506, B/Const. J.B. Wheatley.
No. 452, B/Const. T. Robertson.



Mi. THE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT.

The department has been divided into the following branches each under a Superior
Police Officer.

a. Administration, Command, Liaison with Government
Departments, Police in
other countries, R.A.F.
and other intelligence
sources.

C. CRIMINAL RRANCll.

Fingerprint Bureau
Modus Operandi
Supervision of Criminals
Character Certiifcates
Photography and Cinematography
Scientific Research
Extradition
Smuggling
Crime Statistics
C.I.D. Circulars.

SPECIALII RANCH.
PoJiftcalInteHigence

Supervision
Prosecution
Seditious Matters
Reports and Circulars
Summaries, etc.,

ImmigrationDeportations
Repatriation
Naturalization

CommunismSupervision.
Prosecution.

Censorship of Press, Books, Correspondence.

GEN ERAI. BRANCH.

Enquiries of all natures
Investigations
Supervision of Criminals  Important personages
Prosecution before Courts in important cases
Prevention of Crime
Protection of the Public, e.g. tourists during

ceremonies etc. ■ ■

Bureau  Registry.
Correspondence, ifling and despatch, typing,
under the Chief Clerk.

jtfRIHlNAI. BRANCH1!

  n nition used in me commission 01 crimes. until eany in 1yoo an micro .
ographs used n connection with ' criminal prosecutions were supplied by the Go

Krtlment Analyst. The C.I.D. now prepares its own, and on six occasions already, micro
EPootographs prepa ed entirely in the C.I.D. have been tendered in Courts as evidence. A
B?mPIete miniature' cinematograph outift has been added to the equipment of "C" Branch
ffrj!fe on occasions of special importance. Ofifcial cinematograph iflms were taken of
?** disturbances 111 Jerusalem in October 13th and of the riot in Jaffa on October 27th.



The Criminal Records Ofifce now holds 24,776 dossiers of convicted prisoners, of
which number 3,398 ' were opened during 1933. In addition, the Fingerprint Bureau
received 3,116 slips for search, and in 811 cases (260/0) previous convictions were traced.

EXTRADITION.

The following c;

Fro
ses of extraditionwere 'effected: 1
ti Palestine to Syria
n Syria to Palestine
n Palestine to TransJordan
n TransJordan to Palestine
I ■

4
17
5

■: 7 

MODUS OPERANDI SCHEME.

With a view to keeping in touch with persons of known■ criminal tendencies or
antecedents, a "Modus Operand! and Supervisee" scheme, inaugurated during 1933, pro.
mises to enhance still further the improved standard of police work throughout the country.
The system is centered in "C" Branch of the C.I.D, and ramifies so as to cover the whole
of Palestine, every police station being embraced. Although the Modus Operand! and
Supervisee scheme has been in operation for only' a few months, the statistics of recidivism
given in Part V of this Report may not be without signiifcance in this connection 
showing, as they do, unprecedented increases in the numbers of previous offenders ad.
mitted to prisons on reconviction.

FORENSIC CHEMISTRY.

The following chemical tests were carried out on articles submitted to the C.I.D.
for expert examination : \

Benzidine test for the
presence of blood:

Beam test for the pre
sence of hashish :

Florence test for the
presence of semen:

Cases
Positive reactions
Negative results.

16
12.

Cases . ,...:. , ... 63 .
Positive reactions . 40
Negative results. ' . 23.

Cases . 9
Positive reactions . , 9
Negative Results. .' 0

GENERAL BRANCH.

This branch of the C.I.D. is in charge of an Assistant ' Superintendent who
has under his charge one Inspector, one Sergeant, and four Constables. .The branch
consists of specially trained men who have a generalknowledge c{; criminals' and their
haunts. They also have a good knowledge of politics and politicians1 and are able to ap
preciate information of a political nature. These men have been trained in footprints and

; taking of fingerprints. They have assisted the districts in the investigation* of ,im
■tant crimes, political and otherwise, and during festivals and at times when demonstrations

_ ._<._. 1. .1 *, . 1 .1._ . 11_ _!._ 'F.... I..' .. J HH_.n*■". *I*■*J?i,t■* *<\* *>>1'T~ A.i,*rl \f'_ _ .

the takin
par

LJ1 O UIO14 Jlrl^ . 114 .JMbJJ ■ UUVtVd. t>^V'y.J''■, r' /$■ /
Much extra work has been entailed for this branch during the latter half of the

year owing to the large 3'ncrezse o{ Ulega! immigrants, both. Jewish. and, Arab, and travel
urk■. kmrA cfni'ai1 1'** T3a1aefina tirTflimif tAif* r^rmiSStOn Of thif■ TmmiorratlOn^Jltlfhnpirfittolers who have stayed in Palestine without the pe

^it^ti^Uf ******* j^itt**** \m\** m*up ****** \1 <iVHI
;rmission of theImmigratibirAuthorities

* SPECIAL BRANCH.

The personnel of the Special Branch consists of an Assistant Superintendent 2 Pa.
lestinian Inspectors (one Arab and one Jewish) 3 Jewish Palestinian Constables and 2
Arab Palestinian Constables. A British Corporal has also been attached to this branch
with the object of qualifying him to act as office relief for the A.S.P. in charge, in case
of sickness or absence on leave. :



Owing to the political developments in the tatter part of the year much of thtieme
of the staff was taken up in political intelligenco and supervision, in particular during■
f/w disturbances of October. There have been submitted to Government 25D Daily Intel
ligence Summaries, besides special supplementary reports on important occasions, and 27
periodical appreciation summaries.

Persons prosecuted under the Criminal Law (Seditious Offences) Ordinance, 1329.
totalled 112 for offences in connection with subversive communist movements. Of these
06 were convicted, and 91 of them were recommended for deportation, 16 communists ■

were bound over under the Prevention of Cirme Ordinance, on occasions of political unrest.
Five persons were deported and orders of deportation issued against ifve others under

Section 10(1 )(f) of the Immigration Ordinance, on account of their seditious (communist)
,activity.

Owing to the peculiar difficulties affecting the offences committed by communists
special arrangements have been made during 1938 to supervise the investigations and
1prosecution of cases in the distircts, and to undertake theinvest!gat ion and prosecution
;of all cases committed in the Jerusalem district. This has proved a success.

802 applications for naturalization have been dealt with, 6 applications for naturalizat
ion were rejected and 5 revoked under Article 10^e) of the Citizenship OrderinCouncil,
11925. on. account of the disaffection to Government of the persons concerned.

' Orders authorising■ the exclusion of 39 persons, in the majority of cases on account
of implication with the communist movement, were issued under Section 5(l)(e) of the
Immigration Ordinance.

■" Special arrangements have been made to scrutinise the principal organs of the
■ Arabic press in sofar: as public security was concerned.

The following enactments, which effect this branch, have been passed during 1933.

(1) Unlawful ' Instigation Ordinance.
(2) Press Ordinance.
(3) Immigration Ordinance.

■. ■■ (4) Prevention of Crime Ordinance.

This branch has also dealt with deportation and immigration matters affecting
("public security.

The following are the particulars of deportation :
965 orders were issued, including 391 Syrians, 187 Egyptians, 115 Poles, 34 Russians,

j|and 238 of other nationalities. Of this number 3S2 were Jews.
191 orders were made on the recommendation of Courts ; 704 against persons who

awere in the country without permission ; GO against persons for overstaying the peirod
JE/pr which they had permission to visit, and 10 others it being conducive to public
!!security that they should be deported.

648 deportations were actually effected, of which 153 were carried out summairly.
iffcf■ 58 applications for the repatriation of deportees to Palestine were dealt with ; viz,
Hrom Egypt and 18 from Syria.

ifsldei
Of these 33 were accepted from Egypt, 12 Erom Syria and 8 are still under con

!ration. The remaining 7 were refused as not being of Palestinian nationality.
Liaison with Egypt, Syria, Iraq and India has been carried out and the best relations

Jj*t between Palestine and the countries referred to.

'Particular steps have been taken to promote and improve relations and liaison with
^ >■r intelligence sources, particularly the Royal Air Force and Military Intelligence
lfcfws, with the result that the greatest help has been forthcoming at all times from
!*"ofifcers responsible, and a most satisfactory understanding exists.

34. POLITICAL SITUATION.

5' The difficulties of the political situation during the year, an account of which is
,.in■the Annual Report of His Majesty's Government to the League of Nations on ■

4m>nistration of Palestine and TransJordan, added greatly to the work of all
1 of the Police Force.

Petral
■rab dissatisfaction with the policy of the Palestine Government regarding Jewish
'■*'ion and the sale of land to Jews began to show signs of renewed activity at
1inning of 1933, developed in intensity until it reached a climax in disturbances
י and November.
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The police, though compelled to fire upon rioters in Jerusalem, Jaffa, Hai fa and
Nablus, were able to restore order without the intervention of the military forces.

The following casualties occurred ;
Killed

Police 1

, Police 6(

A Commissioncompir sine' Sir V

Public 26
Injured ■■ .■

,., ,". ;r<'PubUc,;187j:.1ff;J:*;*(MIWito| !,il.W.Vm.;".■'■

illiam Muirson, late Chief Justice of the ■Straits

February, 1934.

It is gratifying to be able to record that the police action taken to suppress the
disorders was upheld by the Commissioners in the following terms : ■

"We feel that our Report would be incomplete without, some reference to the
conduct of the police throughout all these disturbances.

It is clear that an Arab crowd in Palestine is mercurial and excitable and when
excited,. dangerous. These disturbances were aimed against the Government and not
against the Jews, but in mixed centres, such as the Old City o.f Jerusalem and Haifa
and in Jaffa, owing to its proximity to Tel Aviv, the fear of any disturbance becoming
religious and racial, with the possibility of a repetition of the events of 1929, must
always be present to the mind of every police officer. In these circumstances, the police
force of all ranks are placed in a particularly difficult position when disturbances occur
in Palestine.

The general principles upon which the poHce are instructed to act in the case of a.
disturbance are laid down. in three Manuals which have been produced to us. We have
consulted these Manuals and need only say that they appear. to us to be reasonable and
to work out in detail the general principles of law applicable to the circumstances.

that the evidence given before us does not disclose a single instance in which any
member of the police departed from or exceeded or failed 'to observe any instruction laid
down in the above mentioned Manuals. Throughout, the ' loyalty,■■ personal courage and
discretion of all ranks were very commendable and reflect great credit on the Inspector
General and officers responsible for their training.

It appears to us that the officers in command of Jerusalem, Jaffa and Haifa, that
is Major Wainright, Mr. McConnell and Major Foley, took adequate and proper precau
tions for dealing with the positions with which they were faced and throughout perfoarted
their duties efficiently and with restraint, and that there is nothing in their conduct
which is open to criticism".

While Palestinian Arabs demonstrated against the policy of the Palestine Government
in regard to Jewish immigration, as being unduly generous and inconsiderate of Arab
interests, dissatisfaction with that policy by Jews on the ground of its niggardliness
and severity to themselves was equally expressed, at least on one occasion, in the form
of an illegal procession. This happened at Tel Aviv on Saturday■ the1 11th.; December,
following a protest meeting arranged by the Revisionist Organisation;'' in the ■ resulting
clash with the police, who were compelled to make baton charges,, against a, shower of
stones, eleven police officers and eight, civilians were injured. : ■' t."h,;;■;.;■; , 1.

There was considerable tension during the year between'.the!■Jewish ;Labour and
Revisionists parties which led to a number of minor strikesand,brawls in. Jewish centres.
Tension grew particularly acute following the murder of Dr.HaimlArlosoroff.■^ ,

(a) A circular, published as a rule daily, to all police stations, giving patriculars
of persons wanted, warrants issued, property lost, stolen and.recovered, j and to dis
seminate matters of general interest and containing . minor instructions ;.. affecting crime
and C.R.O. ■■ ■ ■v' :■";.'■.' ■:'■;

(b) An officer, usually of senior rank, takes over duty at the C.1D. Headquarters
at2. p.m. daily and. remains until 7 a.m. covering the period during which the clerical
staff is not required by regulation to be on duty. This duty officer accepts messages,
calls, etc. for the Pol'ice Headquarters and C.I.D. generally, and receives reports of
serious crimes occurirng throughout Palestine, issuing orders for coordinated action by
police and other authorities as required.



een greatly assisted on many occasions by the Department of
ipecially to thank Dr, George Stuart, O.13.E., M.A., M.D., etc.
!oratories) Departmentof Health and Mr. G.W. Uaker, F.I.C., 1\C.S.,

The CJ.D. lias been ,
Health, and 1 desire especi
A ssistantiji rector ( 1_,aoorat01 i^^y ^/w|j^htkins.■■v \j* ■1 vui lji i&uu iii 1. v"■ ■r* . j~rufh\

'. Government Analyst whose assistance has been readily given at all time;

ppECIAL MENTION.

I would add my deep appreciation of the outstanding and valuable services rendered
t Mr. H.P. Rice, Deputy InspectorGeneral, C.I.D. He has completely ■reorganised the
working of this Department and has shown unflagging energy and exceptional reorga
nIsing ability in his command.

 I would also mention the following officers for their devotion to duty and for the
id work which they have done :i
Mr. E. T. Cosgrove, A.S.P.

. Mr. B. Shitreet, AS. P. , .
\ Mr. B. Saig, M.B.E., A.S.P. j
■' No, 606, Cpl. A. E Harwich;
Mr. \V. A. Thorogood, Chief Clerk.

PART Ill  DISTRICTS.

35. JERUSALEM DISTRICT.

' In all classes of crime. there was considerable reduction during the year. Cases of
iusebreaking and other preventable crime show a particularly marked decrease and

yt* is gratifying to note a considerable increase in the percentage of convictions.

. The numerous religious festivals of the year, and the Nabi Musa processions, passed
i)ff ■;without incident. With the exception of the October disorders no untoward events of
my, importance have occurred.

 On the 13th October clashes between police and the public occurred on the
^ccasion of a procession organised by the Arab Executive as a protest against Jewish
Hjiiinigration. Attempts were made at two points to break through the police cordon and
Remonstrate before Government offices. These processions were broken up by baton charges
^ith .some minor casualties and order was quickly restored. Casualties among the police
jwjere : few, mainly owing to the protection afforded by steel helmets which prevented
iny. broken skulls from stones and other missiles thrown from house tops.

jiThe repercussion of the serious riots at Jaffa on the 27th October was felt through
vi.the district but it was in the Old City only that any serious disorder occurred. On
*129th October a crowd issuing from the Mosque set upon a British constable and a
lestinian constable who were guarding the entrance to the Jewish Quarter. The gallant
lour of the Palestinian constable, who, when his comrade was beaten to the ground
irmed, opened fire on the mob, not only saved the lives of both, but effectively

I the development of a situation which would have had serious consequences.

*Special Mention : Major W. F. Wainright, O.B.E.. D.S.P., continued to command
" itrict with zealand personality.
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JERUSALEM RURAL DIVISION. " ■■■ ■

A new post was opened at 'Ein Karim in May. This was rendered necessary
by the constant and increasing friction between the Moslem and Christian elements in
'Ein Karim itself, and by the need for a closer supervision of the villages in the
neighbourhood. The results have fully justified this new establishment. , . :.v

There was marked decrease in all classes of crime, particularly agrarian crime, theft
by breaking, animal theft, and larcenies which show a decrease of 90, 68, 49, and 36
percent respectively on last year's figures. Closer' cooperation with the District Admini
stration in the settlement of disputes between villages, and the perfecting of the patrol
system is largely responsible for the decrease.

The only case of highway robbery, which occurred on the RamallahNablus Road,
was followed by the arrest of the robbers on the following day and salutary sentences
of 10 .years and 7 years imprisonment.,. ■

Relations .with the public have remained good throughout the year, and were not
impaired bythe disturbances which took place in October and November. The cooperation
of the Mukhtars has been generally satisfactory, except for those villages where
"fassad" exists.

An outstanding piece of good work was performed by Mounted Constables Said
Hassan Abu Shawish and Sadik Nadif, when, on night ambush patrol near the scene of
a recent highway robbery, they encountered a man who threatened them with a rifle,
whom they wounded and disarmed. For their determined action they were each awarded
one good conduct badge.

The building of posts at Ein Haramiya and Talat ed Damm, to replace the
existing temporary accommodation, was commenced late in the year, and isn eairng
completion. The stations at Ramallah and Bethlehem were equipped with electric lighting,
and telephones were installed in the posts at 'Ein Kairm and Har Tuv. The comfort of the
men has been much improved by the addition of bath rooms and the flyproofing of
windows and doors in flyinfested areas.

Additional furniture and equipment has been provided for all recreation rooms; Chess
and other games have been added, and a set of boxing gloves purchased for each station.

The division lost a very promising young policeman by the death of No. 408,
M. P. C. Abdel Latif el Osta, who was killed in the gallant performance of his duty
during the disturbances in Jaffa on 27th October, 1933. A tablet perpetuating his memory
is being placed in Divisional Headquarters.

Special Mention : Mr. Faiz Idrissi, A.S.P., was indefatigable and efficient in his
Command. /

HEBRON DIVISION. . ' ■■a;■■ :■;;

On the 1st June Mr. J. P. I. Ford, Acting A.S.P., assumed charge ' of the division
vice Mr. J. D. Burns, A.lf.P., who was transferred to Police Headquarters.

A temporary post under canvas was opened, atKhirbet:Tinba : foivthe. proper
supervision of the Mafara agricultural area during April and May. ■: .]■' ■■ ["X": ■■■". ,/

Hebron town was redivided into circles during June, and the Lane; ticket system
was brought into full use. Village patrols were also reorganised and contact patrols
were arranged with neighbouring divisions.

The general decrease in crime has continued. Thefts by breaking. decreased by
220/ larcenies by ,0/0ס2 offences against the person by 12.J0/0 and agrarian crime by
C80/0: on last year's figures. 60 firearms were confiscated as against 45 in !1932.



 BU 

Relations with the public continue to be good .

The British personnel were provided with comfortable new quarters early in the
year, to which are attached stables and a garage.

Good use was made of the recreation ground, and the divisional team fought Us
way to the semifinal of theDowbiggin Cup, . ,

The Hebron Cricket Club was established, and completed a moderately successful,
but highly enjoyable inaugural season, on an improvised pitch. A tennis club was also
formed in conjunction with St. Luke's Hospital, while small dunces have been held
regularly, throughout the winter.

3G. NORTHERN' DISTRICT.

Although there has been a very substantial reduction the district still presents a
very heavy crime return.

Fhe policy of providing better police facilities for the public in ru ral areas was
continued, and five rural posts were converted into police stations. By this means the 1

fellahin have ■been saved much time and expense. District Officers in their capacity as
Magistrates have been most helpful in holding courts in villages and disposing of minor
\ cases on the spot. The Haifa Magistrate's Court sits at Jiikhron Ya'aqov periodically and
it is hoped that this practice will be extended.

The first news of the outbreak of serious rioting at Jaffa on the 27th October
caused excitement in the distirct, but no incidents occurred except in Haifa Town.

A determined attack was made on the Haifa Central Police Station on the evening
of the 27th October and recourse to rifle fire had to be made when order was
'quickly restored.

The following morning a further attack was made on the police station as well as
■disorders in the vicinity of the railway station.

Both situations were ,quickly brought under control.

HAIFA URBAN DIVISION.

The process of decentralisation begun in 1932 was carried a stage further by the
raising of the Eastern Police Post to the status of a police station on May loth.

There has beer! a considerable decrease in serious crime, especially in thefts by
breaking and larcenies which have been reduced by 650/0 and 420/o respectively on the
figures for 1932. The Lane ticket system of night patrols has not only been most
effective as a means of preventing cirme, but has frequently been the means of rapid
apprehension of offenders. In one case a patrol surprised a thief in the act of stealing
from a shop into which he had broken. The thief, however, managed to escape, but was
immediately arrested by a patrol on an adjoining circle.

On 10th November a serious fire broke out in the open air stores of tlie Palestine
'.: Electric Corporation. With the assistance of the police the fire was kept within bounds
■"' and very grave danger to life and property averted.

The accommodation available for single Palestinian personnel was improved and
■ increased during the year.

At the Annual Sports, the cup for the Best Drilled Section was won by Haifa
;Urban Division1 for the second year in succession.

Duirngtr e summer a special bathing hut was erected (or the use of Palestinians
appreciated. In addition, recreation rooms have been provided and
ree of the British police quarters, and in the Central Police Station for

; a"d was much
.,.furnished in tl1.. .
^Palestinian pers:mnel.

HAIFA RURAL DIVISION.

'"here was a general reduction in crime with the exception of offences against
j. Property, AgraHan crime was reduced by 300/0> murders by 500/0, robbery by 66O/O.and
1 housebreaking by 400/0 on the figures for 1932. The increase in the number of offences
s; *Sa>nst property /s due to acute economic distress and to the migration of tribes from
r' eBeersheba District into this area in search of grazing land.



Relations between the police and the public have been generally good and mention
should be made of the Mayor of Shafa Amr and the Mukhtars of Ein Ghazal and Xefar
Gavi who have been consistently helpful. f

Considerable improvement tins been made by the provision of a standard post at
Yajur and the_ occupation of a very suitable building at Atlit. The Divisional Head
quarters and Rural Station of Haifa were moved into new premises which, wliil
very satisfactory, are yet a great improvement on previous accommodation,

''■" .Special'Mention : Mr.v:JC"''Cohen?' A.S.P., worked with zeal ahd'efficienc
maintaining order within his division, wliich is probably the most difficult X.N.P.'s
command in the force, and will in the near future need separation into two divisi ;

1tf.

ACRE DIVISION. י.

The conversion of Er Rama and Tarshiha posts into stations during thy early part
of the year has been a great boon to villagers in the vicinity, as not on\y have they
been provided with convenient investigation centres but have been saved considerable
time and expense by the regutar visits there of the District Ofifcer to hear minor offences.

There was no appreciable change in the crime ifgures compared with those of 1932.
Housebreakings have been reduced from 38 to 32 and no cases of highway robbery were
reported ; 60 seizures of ifrearms were made as against 48 in the previous yean .

In the latter part of 1933, mounted patrols were kept very busy in preventing
illegal immigration . from Syria and 119 persons were arrested of whom one was a
notorious communist, In addition 1G persons were arrested and convicted foe smuggling
immigrants into Palestine,

Relations with the public were generally satisfactory. . ■ ■■ : .■: ■

On the 1 lth April the Divisional Headquarters and Police Station moved from the
dilapidated building outside the town into good quarters inside the municipal area, where
ample accommodation is now found {or single men, including a recreation room, lecture
room, bath and canteen. The stabling provided in the new premises is excellent. The
building is probably the best police station in the country and the force have every
reason to be grateful to the District Engineer and his staff for the excellent work in
this connection. :

Special mention should be made of the very wholehearted assistance rendered to
the police during the year by the District Officer, Acre.

NAZARETH DIVISION.

The administration of the division has been considerably helped by the conversion
of the Affula post into a station, which the District Oiffcer regularly visits to hear
minor cases, and by the building of a standard post at Shatta. In November the area
of the division was reduced by the formation of the Tiberias Division and the transfer
to it of the Beisan Station area. j

While there has been a substantial decrease in all classes of crime reported during
1933, the number of offences against the person remains high. This is attributable to the _

distress of the fellahin through continued bad harvests. Three cases of attempted murder
were due to trespass by flocks, and, on one occasion, the diverting of a water course; at
Saffuriya was the cause of the death of one person and injury to two others. ... . 1

There were no cases of highway robbery reported during the' year. Mousebreakings
were reduced by , animal theft by 690/0 and other larcenies by on!the ■figures
for 193y, while 03 seizures of ifrearms were made as compared with 65 cases in the
previous year. ■ ' "

Relations between the police and the public were good, and the Mukhtars.. of Arab
villages and Jewish settlements were generally helpful. ■ ■'.

The accommodation for British police at Affula continues to be bad and expensive,
and the Palestinian personnel have no barrack accommodation whatsoever at this station.

The Divisional Sports Club had an exceptionally successful year, both as regards
cricket and soccer. In circket the standard of play improved considerably and all matches
were keenly contested. The soccer team reached the semiifnal in the competition .for
the "Dowbiggin" Cup. \



HAFAD DIVISION.

There was an appreciable decrease in all forms of crime in the division during the
year and indictable offences were reduced Af29u/0 on the 1932 ifgures. The reorganisation
and improvement of the system of night patrols resulted in a B(50/n decrease in cases of
theft by breaking. Animal theft has fallen from 55 cases in 1032 to 29, and offences
against the person from 14T cases to 8v. Instances, however, such as the following are
not quickly forgotten.

No. 778 British Constable Motteram in the absence of a doctor travelled 20 kilo.
metres, more than half of which was traversed on foot, for the purpose of administering
first aid to a fellah. suffering from concussion and fractured skull. Me improvised a
stretcher and carried him, with village assistance, 8 kilometres. His action undoubtedly
saved the man's life.

Special Mention : Mr. E.M.V. James, A, S. P., maintained the division in good
order, and set a splendid example to all ranks under his command.

TIBERIAS DIVISION.

In October Tiberias and Beisan stations were detached from Safad and Nazareth
Divisions respectively and formed into the Tiberias Division. I

There has been a general decrease in crime 0^ 4'20/0■ No highway robberies or
murders have been reported. Housebreaking decreased from 29 in 1932 to G in 1933. A
small increase in thefts is attributable to economic conditions.

Relations between the police and the public improved considerably during the year.
Sheikhs Mohamed El Zenati of Arab cl Ghazawieh and Nimr el Irsan of Arab el Sagr
were outstanding in their help to the police and have been duly recommended for
recognition of their services, while the Mukhtar of Ein Harod Settlement has also rendered
valuable assistance.

Good work was performed by a patrol working at night in the Jordan area when
it encountered and arrested two armed men who proved to be notorious highway robbers,
wanted by both theTransJordan and Palestinian authorities.

In the latter part of the :year, special mounted patrols were instituted in the Jordan
area to suppress illegal immigration and 59 persons were arrested in this connection.

The accommodation for single men at posts is satisfactory and two married quarters
have been provided for Palestinian personnel at Sajara and Migdal.

37. SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

Excellent premises were acquired for the District Traffic Section. The ground floor
of a well built and well designed house was taken over in the Manshiya Quarter and
converted into a modern police station providing accommodation for bachelor constables
and a good recreation room. Married accommodation for an Assistant Station Officer
was also found adjacent to this station. The fact that not a single case of breaking into
premises occurred during the year in this station area was to a large extent ,due to
this change.

There has been a remarkable reduction in crime in every division of the district.
' ,This has been brought ,about by .the diligent application of the ;remedial m asures,
■; introduced ,to combat .crime at the beginning of the year. Systematic pa. rolling' .
■intelligently applied in urban and rural areas, the constant check and control of
yisees, preseverance in investigation and team work were undoubtedly the principal

^■ln suppressing preventable crime in the Southern District during the year.
The most importantevent'ofthe'year was'the'outbreak' of disturbances at J.

;.*he 27th October. '.:

w*~ ' The Arab Executive announced its intention of holding a mass antiGovernment
I^., iem0nstrati0n and procession ^at Jaffa on the 27th October. Despite . the fact that
|'v■ Government refusfd to permit this, crowds collected in the streets during the mbrning
J!Af/ that day, and minor clashes occurred, particularly on the arrival of a deputation of
*';<■!:, 'oslem women from Jerusalem: The main mosque was filled to overflowing for midday
f'~ lPayers and thousands collected outside. :
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With the issue of the congregation from the mosque the situation became most
grave, and the crowds began to break down shop fronts and shutters and arm themselves
with every available weapon. A procession was formed but rapidly turned into a
determined attack on the police drawn across the adjoining square. The mob was sue
cessfuily beaten back on three occasions by foot and mounted baton parties, but reformed.
The situation then had become so serious that rifle fire had to be opened, and three
separate volleys were fired before order was restored.

The town was shortly afterwards brought under complete control] but the situation
remained tensefor several days,

Thirtyfive police received injuries necessitating hospital treatment, one Palestinian
constable , was stoned to death and two British constables received dangerous stab
wounds. Police casualties would have been considerably greater had they not been
equipped with steel helmets and shields,

Special Mention : Mr. ■J.M. Me Connell, D.S.P., reorganised the district with
outstanding efficiency.

JAFFA URBAN DIVISION.
On the 1st May the Jaffa Division was divided into separate urban and rural

divisions, The Urban Division now consists of four police stations with Tel Aviv
as a subdivision. * י

There was a general decrease in crime throughout the urban area due to the 1
regular check of supervisees and added concentration on night patrolling. In the Manshiya '
Quarter not a single case of theft by breaking was reported. In Tel Aviv, the prevalent
class of crime was petty larceny carried out usually by gypsies and itinerant vendors,
but during the last few months of the year a steady decrease was achieved.

A marked increase tn the percentage of convictions is noted.

Before the October disturbances, relations with the public were better than ever
before. One case, deserving of special mention, is that of a murderer in the Manshiya
Quarter being caught by two members of the public and handed over to the police.

Considerable improvements were carried out in the Tel Aviv and Central Police
Stations and a barrack room accommodating 26 personnel with an excellent and well
equipped recreation room has been provided for Palestinian personnel.

Manshiya Police Station was transferred to a more suitable premises where all
single men are now comfortably housed.

An interstation soccer competition for a shield presented by the District Super
intendent of Police, Mr. M.J. Me Connell, created keen rivalry between stations, and a
marked keenness has since been shown by Palestinians in organised sport.

JAFFA RURAL DIVISION. . ■■■ ■ ; ■ ..:,

The very distinct urban and rural problems of the area, which previously comprised
the Jaffa Division, and the rapid growth of Jewish settlements on the outskirts of Tel
Aviv, necessitated the separation of the urban and rural areas and in May the Rural
Division was formed. ■■',.■■ .i 1 .■/ U.1, :iw:' t';v.

Excellent accommodation for the Jaffa rural station was constructed in the central
barracks, entirely by penal labour, under the supervision of the District Engineer.'

A new standard type building has been constructed and opened :as a police
station at Sarona, . <:,.B1;■ 'S;'■ '■  .

The establishment of a separate rural division, and the reorganisation; of stations
have resulted in a marked decrease in preventable crime. Better 1systems*'of patrolling
and the proper control of supervisees have been instituced. Housebreaidngs ' dropped by
790/0 as compared with the previous year. Larcenies by 36"/0,animar thefts by 660/0' and
agrarian crime by 4io/0. ' '.' '1 . '' ■ .

The divisional trackers performed some excellent work throughout' tbV'year in
detecting crime,, and the following■ is an example of their work and usefulness.:

A case of theft by breaking ; tracks of culprits were followedat,night by a police
patrol :and a tracker for a distance of 6 kilometres to the adjoining division where the
culprits were arrested and the stolen property recovered,

Trackers have now become experts at taking casts of foot prints, and in many
instances these casts have been solely responsible for the successful investigation of
difficult cases.



There were suveral outstanding insUiiicw. of gnod work performed by patrols 01tli is
division 0( which the following 13 ;in example, :

A night patrol of Petal! Tiqva station encountered :ind ware fired on by armed
brigands. After an exchange of shots, the patrol wounded one of the gang, who on
conviction was sentenced to five years imprisonment.

Excellent relationship exists between the police and the public; five complaints only
against the police were lodged during the year and all were found to be groundless.
Valuable assistance was rendered by the Mukhtars of the Arab villages and the
committees of the Jewish settlements.

The closest cooperation was maintained with the District Administration and
District Officers spared no effort in the settlement of land disputes and labour strikes.
Their help was greatly appreciated.

Housing and police station accommodation is satisfactory, with the exception of the
stabling at Petah Tiqva Police Station. During the summer months, an outdoor shelter
was built by' penal labour and proved very useful.

The housing of British and Palestinian personnel is generally satisfactory and each
station is provided with a recreation room.

Special Mention : Mr. S. Schiff, A.S.P., performed his duties in a wholly
admirable manner.

RAMLE DIVISION.
Considerable changes were made in the division during the year. The Lydda Police

Post was raised to the standard of a station, a new post was" opened at Qatra and a
considerable area of the Gaza Division was transferred to this division.

These various changes and a better organisation resulted in a decrease in crime of
230/0 on the figures of 1932. Housebreakings were reduced by 5<lo/o and larcenies by 280/0.
Offences against the person, however, stand at the same figure as that of last year, and
reduction is difficult while feelings are strained through general poverty following a
succession of bad seasons.

■ Several outstanding cases of good work occurred in the division of which the
following is an instance :

A highway robbery took place in the Lydda area in which a man was shot and
subsequently died. Police with a tracker went out for four days and eventually succeeded
in arresting . the accused. in the adjoining district after covering a distance of over 50
kilometres. Two persons were arrested, one was sentenced to death and Lhe other to
imprisonment for 20 years.

Relations with the Mukhtars have been good and much assistance was rendered by
the Mukhtars of Beit Xabala.

: . Friendly relationship exists in the Division with the public and was specially
noticeable in the towns of Lydda and Ramie during the October disturbances in Jaffa.
The assistance rendered by the district Officer during this peirod and throughout the
year was invaluable.

Housing in the division is good, .with the exception of Lydda, and personnel are
taking a great interest in their gardens.

So far as recreation and sport are concerned, the personnel of the division have
excellent facilities, and, in addition to soccer, rugger, cricket and hockey, which is
regularly played, mounted personnel have opportunities of hunting and playing polo
during the season.

GAZA DIVISION.
There were no changes in the organisation of the division during the .year. The

division has been under the command of Messrs. R.O. Cafferata, C.V.S. Tesseyman,
and H.S. Swain, Assistant Superintendents of Police, respectively. 1. "'

A considerable reduction in crime is noted, and the figures of 1932, 640 cases, have
been reduced to 416. Cases of housebreakitig show a. reduction of 3io/D on the previous

... year. , /This ,general.;*reduction .< is ;attributable to better patrolling,and ^careful^supervision ,

. of bad characters. .' ■ . !"■.''■' ' ' ' "' """

Relations with the public have been cordial, and the division was lucky in that no
untoward incidents occurred in October when disorders occurred elsewhere. Cooperation
with the Mukhtarsof villages has been good throughout the year, and no complaints of
importance were made against the police.



Additions were made to the Beer Tuviya and Klian Yunis Police Posts. Housing in
posts generally is bad.

Considerable keenness was shown by both British and Palestinian personnel during
the year on organised sports and some very good games of cricket and football
were arranged.

■.■'■"!''^'M\;^"}
88. NABLUS' DISTRICT.

Though the year was one of acute economic stress, the general and considerable
reduction in preventable crime has been most gratifying. Owing r to the great reduction
in agrarian cirme, police were freer to devote more time to detection with the result that
the percentage of convictions was higher than in the previous years, *■ ' ■

The application of the Collective Punishments and Prevention of Cirme Ordinances
was, to a large extent, responsible for the reduction of agrarian crime which has always
been the chief problem of this district, and the wholehearted help of the officers of the
District Administration, Mr. H.M. Foot, Badie Eff. Bushrui, Hanna Eff. Boulos and
Helmi Eff. Husseini is greatly appreciated.

In May, No. 653, Constable Husein el Assali was murdered while on patrol, by the
armed gang of Abu Jildeh. ,_..,

Communications have been much improved. The Wadi el Hawairth and Even Yehuda
posts have been connected by telephone and the Salfit and Tubas Police Stations by
wireless telegraphy. These facilities ■for communication were of great value during the
anxious week which followed the outbreak of the disturbances in October,

The district was fully prepared for these disturbances and when rioting broke out
in Nablus on the evening of October 27th it was promptly suppressed. The situation at
Tulkarm between the 27th October and the 3rd. November was a most anxious one, but
fortunately a clash between the police and the public did not eventuate.

Special Mention : Mr. M. Fitzgerald, M.C., D.D.S.P., has worked indefatigably
throughout the year in command of this important district.

NABLUS DIVISION.

The following changes were made in the division during the year: 
(1) The Nablus town post was raised to the status of a station in March ; and

(2) The area policed from Silat edh Dhahr post was transferred to the Jenin Division.
The installation of wireless telegraphy at Salfit and Tubas posts during the summer

very considerably assisted in the better policing of these areas which hitherto were
completely cut off from any means of rapid communication.

There has been a general reduction of crime as compared with the previous years'
figures, and agrarian crime, which is the most important class in this area, was reduced
by 270/0.

.The chief matter of concern which exercised the police of this division was the
series of murders and highway robberies committed by Abu Jildeh and his gang.

Relations with the public were cordial and, even in this area where information
and public assistance is seldom met with, there is evidence of a growing sense of citizen
ship and willingness to help the police.

Exceptionally good work was carried out by patrols during the year of which the
following is an instance :

Mounted Constable Mahmoud Abdul Hadi, in charge of a patrol, was fired upon by
armed smugglers. At considerable persona! risk he moved to a. position behind the
smugglers and from there shot at and killed one who was attempting to shoot down
one of his patrol. This resulted in the flight of the other smugglers and the seizure of
three rifles and a quantity of ammunition.

: ■Recreation rooms have been made more comfortable, and in the Nablus rural
station an excellent canteen for Palestinians has been started.

Through the generosity of Mr. Fitzgerald, M.C., D.D.S.P., a cinema projector has
been procured and films are shown twice weekly at the British police barracks.

Cricket and soccer have been regularly played, and the team spirit developed as
much as possible, while the newly constructed swimming bath is a real boon.



The abnormal growth of the Jewish settlements on the plain necessitated the
establishment of two extra posts and considerable increase in establishment.

In general, there has been a reduction in offences against the Penal Code of 20\
on the figures for 1932. Housebreakiugs were decreased by 50n/0 and agrarian crime by
ii30/0. On the other hand there was a considerable increase in murder which numbered
18 as against 10 in 1932, and an increase generally in the number of crimes of violence,
Highway robberies and petty thefts also show an increase which is attributable to the
provert y of the fellahin and settled bedouin and the influx of large numbers of destitute
bedouin from the south of Palestine and Sinai.

There have been many instances of good police work of which the following is
an example :

In a case of murder, the murderer absconded but was known to be within a certain
neighbourhood. Such good watch was kept on the area that the murderer was forced to
move about so much to avoid arrest, and after eight days he surrendered himself.

Relations with the public are not as good as they should be, but show signs of
improving, Mukhtars are, in general, helpful.

Recreation rooms have been added to all stations and posts where sufficient accom
modation exists. Football is played weekly and boxing has been encouraged, Polo was
taken up very keenly during the summer and some good matches were played. It is
hoped to obtain a better ground in the new year and to play regularly next season.

Special Mention : Mr. J. M. Kyles, A.S.P., has performed outstanding work in the
command of this division.

JEN IN DIVISION.
The only changes in the organisation of the division during the year was the

annexation of Silat edh Dhahr post area and the addition of British police to the
establishment.

,  a . " . ..erably
improved state.

The following are two good instances of the consistently good work done
by patrols :

A mounted night patrol arrested a man who was in possession of material with
which he was about to set fire to his enemy's olive trees, while on another occasion a
night patrol stopped on suspicion a man in possession of cattle which later it was found
he had stolen half an hour before from a neighbouring village.

Relations with the public have been generally good, and considerable success has
attended the efforts of the District Officer and the A.S.P. of this division in organising
village committees which have proved most helpful in supervising local bad characters.

Personnel are generally fairly well housed though it has not yet been possible to do■
anything to relieve the congestion at Divisional Headquarters and Jenin Police Station.

Football has been played keenly during the year and interstation matches were
arranged. The comforts of the recreation room and garden have been much appreciated.
The division is to be congratualated on winning the Force Endurance Ride in excellent
time and finishing in such good condition.

Special Mention ; Mr, Ibrahim Stambouli, A,S,P,, has worked with his customary
zeal. The reduction in crime is largely attirbutable to his determination and energy.

39. BEERSHEBA DISTRICT.
The extension of direct police control over the hitherto comparatively .disregarded

P1 areas of the Wadi Araba, and along the Sinai frontier, was well maintained during the year.
On the 23rd February the Em Ghudian Post was moved to Umm Rashrash on the

Gulf of Aqaba, a site more suited to normal public security purposes and one providing
greater amenities ,for the personnel, The patrolling of the Wadi Araba was ensured
through the institution of the block house system at Ghudian through contact with Ein

_AWeiba Post. On the 7th'.December the latter post was moved to El.Ghainr, principally
" to escape the malairal swamps, but ■ also to occupy a' site that would control both the
Aqaba and the wellused Wadi Musa tracks.

Twenty supernumerary camel police were discharged and in their place twenty
regular constables were enrolled. An excellent type of young man was recruited, including
six sons of sheikhs. These underwent a month's training locally before being posted for duty.
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The accommodation of personnel in tentage in the wind swept regions of the
district has resulted in a heavy financial outlay, and unitl tentage can be replaced by .
hutments or mud brick buildings this expense will continue. It is hoped that funds will
soon be available to provide wooden hutments or mud brick buildings.

Very comfortable and serviceable mud birck huts have been made at Uimn Rashrash
El Imara Posts by police personnel at small cost. Similarl)and

Jammama. The sinking of wells in desert posts is still,
11ly stables have been built at

10wever, an urgent necessity, while
the lack of camel stables in Becrsheba and' the 'conse juent 'accommodation of animals ■\n'JP'?^.yt
pirvate stables allows of little supervision and indiff( rent maintenance of stable routine.
It is most advisable that stables should be built as sc j/7 as funds allow. _/

The relations between the public and the po ice have been excellent, and no V1 . ,
complaints were recei ved against police during the yejir. ■ . ' ;/■>; ■'

As an indication of the increasing prestige of' the force, nine sons and fourteen '
immediate relatives of sheikhs of tribes are now serving in the ranks of the police
in this district. 1

Relations with the adjacent territories of TransJordan and Sinai have been of the
most cordial nature, and contact patrols are made weekly with their police.Patrol5 on
several occasions captured animals looted both from Sinai and TransJordan, and on one
occasion after a hot chase of thirtysix hours, following tracks from Sinai where the
robbery had occurred, a patrol succeeded in capturing the raiders and recovering the
stolen property. . The Governor of Sinaiexpressed' his thanks both for this and later for
the capture, after exhaustive enquiires, of a murderer wanted by his terirtory,

Where long and arduous patrols are the order of the day and amongst people to
to whom organised sports is not congenial, efforts have been concentrated in making
posts as comfortable as possible and in supplying reading matter and indoor games.

In December 2,000 trees were planted at various posts, and it is hoped that with
protection and care these trees within a few years will do much to relieve the bareness
of posts and afford much relief from sun and wind.

Despite the general economic depression occasioned by three successive years of
drought, whereby the population were reduced to a state ofsemistarvation, police were
not only able to combat the natural increased tendency to theft, but have succeeded in
reducing all crime.

House and shop breakings have been reduced on last year's figures from twentytwo
to fourteen, larcenies show a smaller reduction, highway robberies were reduced from six
to two, and seizure of firearms was increased from twentyone to twentythree. Crime
generally was reduced by 24 per cent.

Dismounted Camelry performed excellent work in the Jerusalem and Jaffa riots,
displaying the greatest steadiness, loyalty and resolution.

PART IV.  ROAD TRAFFIC CONTROL.

40. GENERAL.

traffic authorities will be in a position to ensure the proper regulation of passenger road
services which have been greatly extended during the year, and which, by reason of
intense competition and increased traffic, have presented considerable difficulties.

The system of identification of vehicles and the,' form of licences for vehicles ha
""" ■. nnmnlntn fhnnno 771/1 np1^ps>;1tv n( havJnc an identification olatif in tv!n nf f

letter of identification provided for in the international 1 rathe convention and a
more legible. Vehicle licences are now similar to those in■ use in England and are

. similarly displayed. The changes have resulted in increased efifciency.

The organisation of traffic sections and traffic record offices has been developed on
the lines mentioned in last year's report.

Unfortunately there has been little advance in the modernization of traffic signals,
and in the laying of white traffic lines, while pavement areas still leave much to be
desired. Lack of funds has been responsible for the fact that so few improvements
have been effected.
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Thfeollov

ROAD ACCIDENTS

ing is a table of road accidents,

w
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■£ 2> גי
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I<S

2 B

■5,3
CA0SE S

86SO5317386161. Excessive speed in
towns

754728113


1825352. Excessive speed in
rural areas

756619661814U2?26
3. Inattention, confusion,

or lack of judgment
of driver

44368416221126
4V Driver careless at

road junction or cut
ting corners

1911891 '
88

S. Improperly over
taking or cutting in

87141133. Inexperience of driver

33
127. Intoxication

2271716620319462076743. Other negligence by
driver

11119. Overloading

423111312


1151410. Mechanical defects

6235. 12
1211. Defective lights

11
11

112. Dazzling lights

21183181126■ 1013. Skids and bad roads

1613213343014. Obstructions

66
2

2415. Level crossings

40 .3644634484 .16. Children

96722476135264017. Adults crossing roads
carelessly

36'30535121319
18. Adults boarding or

alighting from vehi
cles

160.38■ 22 ;168911648'87[9. Other pedestrians
faults

125.111
19: 220. Passenger's faults

;"10■ ■■y■■■■.i'■'9*""iV21.1'Animal5 not ■■under '■'
control

930'232078246988re289402Totals for 1933

748144667724727162870Totals for 1932
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A considerable increase is shown in the total number of accidents as compared
with 1932, which was mostly due to an increase in those caused by lorries. These were .
generally the result of gross selfishness and bad driving, and a campaign against these
drivers has been started. There was a slight increase In accidents caused by small motor .
cars, motor cycles, and ionmechanical vehicles,

The percentage of 1cci dents due to general' negligence is much the same as last
' year,■ viz' 60 per cent,'* WtfKn'rispitetpf■',the*? efforts*toi educate*pedestrlans' the<: number;;■
caused by them has moiethan doubled" itself in one year. This number would without
doubt be considerably
accidents occurring in c<
figures. 42(r/C( of total aci
convictions were obtafne

smaller if, proper pavements were provided. The number of
ngested areas is 37Q/0 and showsa small increase of last year's
ident cases were prosecuted by the police, and of these 67O/O

Fatal accidents numbered 79 as against 52 and 44 in the two previous years. The
majority of these were again caused by small cars, but the general cause was from
negligence, and not speeding as was the case last year. Carelessness on the part of
pedestrians was responsible for one third of fatal accidents.

42. OFFENCES AGAINST THE ROAD TRANSPORT ORDINANCES. ;

Comparative table of contraventions of thej*. Road Transport Ordinances and
Regulations :

1933.193819311930Xumber of cases

26,641

24,412

24,987

19,203

14169

12840
9702

8891

Prosecuted
Convicted

Punishments generally throughout the year have been of a more deterrent nature and,
particularly in 50 far as speeding is concerned, have resulted in a decrease of 41>'/0 of
accidents from this cause. General negligence on the part of drivers, particularly of
small cars, will however have to be■ more heavily punished if there is to be an improve
ment. Another offence which calls for heavier punishment is the overloading of vehicles.
Punishments for this offence are generally now so light that excess tairff collected he
the excess weight more. than covers the fine, and cases of this description are not a] ways
detected. Damages to roads caused by overloading are ץז2\ considerable.

43. STATISTICAL RETURN OF VEHICLES AND DRIVERS.

The following motor transport statistical returns are shown in this report at
Appendix I.

1, Registration statistics, private and public motor vehicles,
2. Commercial vehicles and tractors.
3. Motor cycles and combinations,
The following is however a comparative table of . motor vehicles licensed within

the last three years :

MOTOR VEHICLES LICENSED.

193819821931Type of vehicle

1,688

1,046

905

1,239

1,004

116

9

1,076

1,083

710

808

627
12f

8

886

1,122

728

681

376

101

Private cars
Public service cars
Omnibuses ,

Commercial vehicles
Motor cycles
Motor cycle combinations

Tractors

6,0074,3893,843TOTALS



COMPARATIVE TAI1I.E 01 NONMlXIIANICAI. VEHICLES LICENSED,

10831032Type of vehicle

614

760

12

288

6

446

650

17

801

21

1. Number of agricultural carts
2. Number of carts
3. Number of private carriages
4. Number of public carriages
5. Number of trailers

16801486TOTALS

44. COLLECTION OF FEES. j

 Fees collected by police. during the year in respect of registration and licensing
under the Road Transport Ordinance are shown hereunder. Police have not yet unfortu
nately been relieved of this extraneous duty. : I

£P. MilsNature of fee

3,001.781i. Private motor cars
2,308.061ii. Public motor cars

7,087.782iii. Omnibuses

18,527.821iv. Commercial vehicles
38.500v. Trailers and tractors
902.172vi. Motor cycles and combinations

1,896.800vii. Registration fees.

3,861.400viii. Driving licences.

2,944.220

86,463.537TOTAL FOR 1933

The figures for the year 1932 were £P. 24,327.58(5 mils.

PART V.  MISCELLANEOUS

45. COMMUNICATIONS

(a) telephones:
There has been a general improvement in the facilities afforded to the force duirng

the year. Fourteen additional police formations have been equipped with telephones, whilst
internal ;extensions to existing private branch exchanges hav■! been increased by thirty.

Private lines have also been installed between certain pi
of: the Local District Administration. These proved to be of the greatest advantage t>

ice offices and the offices

!^uninterrupted communi
n'ed when all calls had to

cooperation, during ■the recent disorders and avoided muchrpf;t
■ cation, delayi*ahd^eakage'~'61 'information which hitherto ■obta
be made through public telephone exchanges.

Of the 137 police formations, 115 are now connected by telephone and nine by
wireless, whilst the installation of telephones at three other stations is nearing completion.
*n addition, there are forty "PlugIn" points and emergency telephones available to
police patrols throughout the country.
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It will be seen that a considerable advance in Ihe provision of rapid communications
to all units of the force has been made during the year. The necessity of speeding up
means of communication cannot be oatrstressed as owing to the development of fast
transport, and the facility with which the country can be quitted, criminals can readily
abscond. An interesting case which occurred during the year, and which illustrates that
fact that the quickest means of transpo
rials are to be brought to justice, 15 rm

: ■' ' Theextended'use'of1'th"e■1' tifleph'o'nE
on trunk calls, but effective measures

.t and communication are now necessary if crirr
nttoned at page 26 of the report. .:■■ .!■;■

'ft _? L?.>.*1*._■*< ■has led to an increasedexpenditure,'1 particularly
have been taken to keep the figure within reaso

nable limits._.  .. .
■ ,.,v ,}v|!.'.,.,

The installation of telephone ki >sks in urban areas has been ' considered and
recommended to the chief Municipal Councils of the country, but unfortunately means
have not yet been ofund to defray thp cost. It is regrettable thatdevelopments; fir'thrs
direction have been hampered for lack1 of funds as, owing to the considerable extension
of buildings within the Municipal Ar.eas of Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and Haifa, they are
becoming increasingly necessary. . '■■;., _: A

)yt WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY , . > rfA;^!fi;1';;:.w>H''i;:'

There have been few permanent changes of importanceduring.the'year,;■ although,
as distinct. from the pointtopoint service on which wireless telegraphy has hitherto been
engaged, greater use as been1 made of it in connection with specialpolice activities in
various parts of the country. ■■ . ■ ■.;

The Hebron station was dismantled in June, installed in a 25 cwt. tender, and
attached to the Tulkarm Division as a mobile unit to take part, in ;thej precautions
observed during the eviction of Arabs from the Wadi el Hawarith lands. :As these lands
:are distant from telephone communication the value of this wireless' telegraphy, mobile

These four stations were used in operations against highway robbers.,;: Later;the ■A'qraba
station was again moved and set up at Wadi Fusail inthe' Jordan'^Y^leyVwhcfe it
was used to cooperate with the TransJordan Frontier Force at Jiftlik and Jisr el Majami.■

The nature of the duties in the Nablus District .were such that continuous communi
cation was of the first importance, yet not more than two operators. could be' found ;for
any station. For their conscientious application and' display of keenness 1'over a' protracted
period, the following operators are mentioned : . . . .. ;),}■■■ : ! ' ',

No. 19, Constable Operator Oweida. י ■"( ' ■,V ";:7
■■ No. 48, " ,, Abdul Ghani Salem. " *;™\v':/ '["

No. 298, ,, ,, Selim Barouch Agazy. ,. ;:' ;;■,.■:■ ■ ."/■/

No. 862, ,/ ,, Faik Tarazi. V,;'■ ;:'V:';^;"*!
No. 906, M ,, Ahmad Seify. ,;7™'~^r^'1.Avv,:
No. 960, M ■ ,, Yehuda Kaplan. ■■: ^..■^SVP

An acute shortage of operators was experienced at this time. The strength of the
Branch had been increased by four, but as men were trained, so menwere. lost: In all,
eleven operators left for varying, reasons, and, of the applicantsfor :the: vacancies,' five
have been trained and qualified, while six are still under training, . .'^^■1^P■":'

The strain on the establishment was further increased by casualtiesdue.'to sickness;
no less than six operators contracted malaria whilst serving in the Wadi Araba. The
two posts concerned however, Ein Ghudian and Ein el Weiba, have now been. transferred
to Umm Rashrash and El Ghamr respectively, both of which areonsites ;calculated to
eliminate the likelihood of the occurrence of further casualties of.thisrmturer^jijj^■!;. .;

Traffic fell from 19,260 words per week in 1932 to 16,420 in 1933iffh'is;.vSs"due
in part to two of the stations, Asluj and Hebron, being taken offthe ■ pointtopoint
service, and in part to the adoption of the British interservice methodoi: signalling in
perference to the international commercial, which latter methodemploys .^ *^different
system of word counting. י ■""■ "' ^;1;1.^''■^^''"?^'t';*■''1■

.The British interservice procedure was brought into use to ensure, the closest'co 1
operation between this force and the armed forces in the country in the. event of the
signal organisation of the defence scheme being brought into operation. 1 ■ ■
.. Athorough investigation of the merits of telephony over telegraphy has been carried

out, and while the advantages of the former are readily apparent, it: has not been possible
to recommend it's adoption for a pointtopoint service benause of the enormous expense
involved in purchasing equipment of sufficient power to ensure a reliable service in this



country where Interference, both local and atmospheric, is a constant source of trouble.
Some of the installations proposed for the forthcoming year are located in divisions
י'"'יי"י n telephone attachment to the C. W. transmitter can be usefully employed for

munications, and the advantages of this service will probably be developed.
where
local comm

SPKCIAI.M11NT ION

Head Constable Willis of the Signals Branch deserves special mention for the
general high standard of efficiency which has been maintained by this branch throughout
the year.

46. FIRST AID.

Very considerable advance has been made In the development of the First Aid
Division of the force on the lines! mentioned in last year's report, and the practical
benefits which have resulted have be^n considerable.

■ The following is a comparative table of holders of the certificate of the St. John
Ambulance Association :

1930
149

1931
"214"

1932
306

1933.

. 455"

During the y;ar it was possible to equip 22 extra stations with first aid outfits
and haversacks, 43 extra posts with haversacks and 50 additional motor vehicles of the
force with first aid outfits. Every station and post has now a stretcher.

The competition for the "Wauchope" Cup was held on the first day of the annual
sports and was won by the Safad Division 1A' Team. Lt. Col. Strathearn C.B.E..M. D.,
F. R. C. S., Warden of the ;St. John (Opthalmic) Hospital, Jerusalem, was chief judge for
the competition, and the' following is an extract from his report :

"It is gratifying to be able to record an advance, and the verve and eagerness of
the men augurs well for .the future".

Apart from the immediate aid which it has been possible to give to injured indivi
duals, instruction in first aid has done much to promote the good relationship between
the public and the police and to impress on the force generally that aspect of their duty
which is to assist the public in every possible manner.

Since the formation of the First Aid Division in 1932 the lives of no less than ten
people have been saved directly as a result of the instruction given, and various medical
officers have testified their admiration of the manner in which first aid has been
rendered on numerous occasions.

The following are a few instances of assistance rendered during the year :
In July a certain fisherman of Acre was fishing illegally by means of explosives

when the bomb which he was holding exploded in his hand and caused him very grave
injuries, His cries for help attracted the notice of three constables who waded fully
clothed into the sea, and finding that his wrist and hand had been blown away, immediately
applied a tourniquet and had him conveyed to hospital where they assisted in dressing
his wounds. Although his injuries were most severe this man is now on a fair way to
recovery. There is little doubt that the injuries would have been fatal had not skilled
assistance been readily available.

Another case was that which happened near Shafa Amr in August when a certain
peasant was bitten by a snake. This riran has now completely recovered and the medical
officer has stated that his recovery was entirely due to the very prompt and efficient
first aid rendered to him by a Palestinian constable.

The following is an extract .from
'On the■ 5th of March I was call 3d to see a patient who had received a bad knife

wound in the left shoulder joint. The
and .on my arrival I found .that Sei
bleeding, and had disinfected the'wound
patient had saved his life".

:he report of another doctor :
vound had travwsed, the joint as far as the axilla
;eant Reat had immobilized the arm, stopped the'I am glad to say that the first aid to that
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The force is very grateful to the Medical Officers of the Department of Health
who have given very much of their time to instruction in first aid, and particular
mention should bo made of Dr. Huseln Khalidi, Dr. A.T. Sternberg and the Medical
Officers of Jenin and Safad, who were most helpful in every way, The force is very
grateful to Lt. Colonel Strathearn, C.B.E., who in additiori to acting as chief judge for
the "Wauchope" Competition was good enough to mal:e a very long and instructive
report on the results. Colonel Strathearn has done much
of' theforce!andthis help'is most appreciated^^'1';'■11■'.■''■11

General Sir John Aylmer Hunter Weston K.C.B., D.I
of the Order of St. John visited Police Headquarters anc
■order within the force on the subject of first aid. His vis

to help the First Aid Division

>.O,, Grand Cross and Chancellor
addressed the members of the
t was very much appreciated. A!

47. EXECUTION 01 CRIMINAL WARRANTS. .■ . .. :■V .■.

The following is a table showing the extent of the duties performed by' police
during the last three years in the execution of these warrants : /. , ,,/,<.

..■'19331982 ■1931

86,22137,42026,638Number of Warrants received for execution

■ 82,805■ 34,58224,937Number of Warrants executed

£P. 8,987£p; 8,137*£P. 6,895Total amount of fines and fees collected.

It is hoped that, as a result of the new court procedure introducedduringi the last
week of 1933, this extraneous police duty, which seriously.jeopardises;.the^'good relations
between the police and the public, will decrease. ' This new procedure■has:. for'' its object
the collection of all fines at the time of passing of judgment or otherwise the immediate
imprisonment in default, and so is intended to replace the .lengthy, expensive and unreli
able' procedure hitherto obtaining, whereby persons sentenced to pay ■a fine left■ the court
after the hearing of the case. Warrants for commitment to'pirson 'in" defaultof payment
of fine were passed to police for execution, police thenagain : proceeded to ' search for
those fined, police collected the amount of fine from them or committed, them to . prison,
etc. ; a cumbrous, wasteful procedure which unnecessarily antagonises the' public and
exposes the constable to most unfair temptation. , ■./'!,a' /'.'1'."'V/ ''

It is, however, feared that this new court procedure will not have very considerable
success unless and until the present system ofpassing judgment in default is discontinued,
and the appearance of the offender in answer to the first summonsis ^enforced, ." :

■■■■■: mLnwY0Mi^,^>

48. THE GENERAL POLICE '^AM,,^J^?^:, ■

Owing to sanction having been given for the transfer of ;the\amouht:fof |;£P. 1,111,
which represents the sum realised by the sale of unclaimed propertyfound,by the police
over a period of several years, the fund is in a much sounder position■than'last ';year,
despite the falling off in the amount of fines which in yearsprevious Vto  1932 were a
considerable source of income. The total income for the yearwas^ £P,'l,655;^whUe: the
expenditure was £P.1,151. The sum of £P.623 was spent on furnishingEighteen "recreation
rooms in police divisions ; £P. 165 was spent on sports gear;£P.'190/on*'the*' Annual
Sports, and the remainder 0/1 vairous items such as rent ,'of spotr' grduird3(HtraVeHing in
connection with organised sports, rewards, and legal defence of personnel,,, j /^.'J V'.1

The various sports clubs of divisions have done much good during,the;. year in
providing extra comforts for personnel from their funds which are. subscirbed to
voluntairly. ■ . ■'■■'■'. .■:■;';■rt' ■

, 49. THE OFFICERS' FUND.

The contributions of superior police oiffcers amounted to £P. 164 for the year and
£P. 68 was spent on wedding presents, prizes, wreaths and subscriptions. The fund's
balance is still limited but nevertheless shows a :heal thy increase on last year,
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50. THE BAND.
The strength of the Force Band, under the conductorship of Mr. A. H. Silver,

M.B.E., was nineteen other ranks strong on the 31st December, 198S,

Sixtyfive public performances were given during the year in Jerusalem, in the Russian
Compound and in the Municipal Garden. Owing, however, to tlie incessant street noises
in the vicinity of the latter place it was found unsuitable for band concerts. In addition
to these performances a number of tours were carried out and performances given at the
following■ places throughout the countr.y 

Haifa, Jaffa, Tel Aviv, Beersheba, Gaza, Majdal, Ramie, Rehovot, Petah Tiqva,
Ramallah, Hebron, Nazareth, Nahalal, Tulkarm,Had era, Tiberias, Safad and Tel Yosef.
Letters were received from the various Municipalities and local Councils of these places
from which k would appear that the performances were much appreciated, The cost of
transport on these tours is considerable, otherwise tours would be extended.

A special performance was given at the Central Pirson, Acre, where some five
hundred prisoners and staff listened to a two hours programme with considerable delight.

Twentysix private performances weer given duirng the course of the year for
which fees to the extent of £P. 176 were collected.

Training is carired out in military string and dance band work, but owing to the
reduced strength of the band the number of engagements for military band private
performances has been fewer this■ year. It is gratifying to note that in spite of the
increased local competition in dance bands, the Force Band is in considerable demand.

On the occasion of the Birthday of His Majesty the band proceeded to Haifa and
played for the parade of the 2nd Battalion The Seaforth Highlanders, while the "Strings"
participated and assisted in the production of the Jerusalem Dramatic Society's perfor
mances of "The Yeomen of the Guard" in the earlier part of the year.

The band was on police duty during the October demonstrations when the Band
master was placed in charge of the Municipal Area of Tei Aviv and his personnel
reinforced the local police. On May day, Balfour day (2nd November) and during the
Nabi Musa pilgrimage it also performed police duties under the command of its Band
master.1 It will be seen that the band forms a very useful police reserve.

51. ANNUAL SPORTS.
The Annual Sports were held on the 9th, 10th and 11th of October. His Excellency

the Officer Administering the Government honoured the force with his presence and
presented the prizes. A record number of entries was received, and the attendance
exceeded all previous years, The standard of mounted jumping had so improved in 1932
that it was decided to raise ail jumps by three inches and to Jessen the time allowed to
complete the course ; while as a result of this year's jumping it has been decided to raise
the jumps still higher.

The endurance ride was increased from 40 kilometres to 60 kilometres, and teams
were made to jump an obstacle both before and after the ride. Some remarkably good
performances were put up, and the winning team completed the ride, which was over
very dififcult country, in less than eight hours.

In addition to field, track, and mounted events, a parade of the First Aid Division
of the force and a camel musical ride and jumping display were given. The recruits
from both Training Schools gave an interesting exhibition of physical training and
various exercises on the vaulting horse.

The open events were patronised by the armed forces, the TransJordan Frontier
Force, and members of the Macabbee Club. It was unfortunate that owing to the political
situation the force could not compete in the mounted sportsof the TransJordan Frontier
Force as there is no doubt with the present high standard they would have acquitted
themselves well. ,/ jnr,' ■,..■ >■

■■" An innovation at this year's sports meeting was the installation of a broadcasting
apparatus very kiJidiy lent by the Postmaster General for the occasion. Results of each
event were broadcast for the information of spectators, and a running commentary on
events, such as tie mounted jumping, given while these events were in progress was

52. BOXING.
Several force titles changed hands during the year. The lightheavy weight has

gone to a newly joined recruit. while both the welter and light weight titles passed
respectively to prdotising beginners,



A new boxing instructor lias been appointed to the depot. I believe that boxing
is invaluable in the training of police recruits. There is no other sport which throws
such light on a man's character ns boxing■. Courage, temper, restraint, judgment, sense
of fair play, and obedience, are all fully tested when a man is in the ring.

63.■ FOOTBALL.

)a) KUCGEK.

The force rugby fifteen was the best seen in the country. for some years. /. short
but successful tour was made in Egypt fn the beginning of the year and matchci were
played against the three strongest Royal Air Force sides there ; the Force team
by no uncertain margin in each case,

inning .■

The chief rugby difficulty is: the lack of opposition in the country. Were ' it not
for the Royal Air Force of Amman and Ramie, and the Royal Corps of Signals at
Sarafand we should be totally without opponents in Palestine. These sides are thoroughly
sporting and always ready and eager to give us a hard game.

Egypt of course supplies much stronger opposition, but travelling expenses are a
big factor, and one week a year is all that can be managed.

The force fields three good XV's, Northern District one, and Jerusalem District
two. The Southern District this year have not managed to put a side into the field but
should be able to do so in 1934.

(b) SOCCER.

The standard of force soccer is unfortunately not now as high as that of rugby
and the outstanding successes of last year have not been repeated. Little new talent has
been recently forthcoming and the better players are regretably getting older. On the
other hand the enthusiasm of the Palestinian ranks is greater than ever before and there
are many young players who will shortly compare favourably with their Birtish comrades.

The "Dowbiggin" Cup was keenly contested and produced really good football.
Jerusalem City Division won the Cup from the Police Depot and Training School by
two goals to nil after a keenly fought game.

54. ■CRICKET.
The force XE had a most successful season, and out of eight

one on first innings, tied 1, lost one on first innings, and lost one.
Three centuries were made by members of the XI.

40, and best bowling average 6.7.

latches, won 4, won

The best batting■ average was

55. POLO.
Play at Ramie, except for a. break duirng the summer, was continued and the

players from the force, though stillunfortunately few, are getting more expeirence; After
defeating the "A" team of the Royal Ulster Rifles in the preliminary round of the
"Mantacheff" Cup by 9 goals to 4 the force team was itself defeated in the final by 6
goals to 3.

In the "Wauchope" Cup after a game in the semi final which proved too fast for the
police ponies the force team was defeated, 6 goals to 3, by the Arab Legion team from
TransJordan.

The Officer in charge of the Tulkarm Division and his men are to be congratulated
 on their initiative and esprit de crops in getting together comparatively a remarkably
good team. Unfortunately owing to the difficulties of the general situation in the country
they were unable to play many outside teams. Their victory over the Subalterns of the
1st Battalion the Royal Ulster Rifles was very creditable.. Two members of this team
represented the force against the Arab Legion in the semi final of the "Wauchope" Cup.

■Polo as a game teaches dash, qujck, accurate judgment and unselfishness, and
I know of no game which produces sUf&yjrsprit de corps.



60. THE PALESTINE POLICE MAGAZINE.

The Palestine Police Magazine was started in July under the editorship of Mr. H.P.
Rice, Deputy InspectorGeneral, and has proved to be popular, Contributors arc sought
throughout the force and the magazine has more than paid its way. It is divided into
three main parts :

(■I) Professional articles on matter of police interest.
(2) .Humorous articles.
(3) Accounts of force sport.
Mr. M.S. O'Rorke's black and white caricatures have added very considerably to

the magazine's reputation.
I am a great believer in a magazine in a force such as this to stimulate interest

and to create a force spirit.

57. CONCLUSION.
I submit that the two outstanding features of this year's police working are :

A. The admirable conduct of all ranks in the disorders of October.

B. The phenomenal reduction in crime,

I am well aware that this force has a long programme of increasing■ efficiency to
face, and I am not unmindful of our imperfectionsand. weaknesses. I am deeply grateful
for the. zealous and loyal support I have received from all ranks of the force, and from
members of the clerical staff; unless that had been given ungrudgingly little could have
been achieved.

I would, in addition, to the names specially mentioned in the body of this report
particularly bring to the notice of Government the yeoman service performed by Mr. M.S.
O'Rorke, A.S.P., ;Headquarters. His sound knowledge of police procedure and his
untiring energy have been invaluable.

)Sgd.) B.G.B. SPICER.
InspectorGeneral.

6th March, 1934.



REGISTRATIONSTATISTICS 1988.

PRIVATEAND PUBLIC MOTOR VEHICLES.

APPENDIX I

Enclosure /.
■■7

VEHICLESPUBLIC MOTORMOTOR CARSPRIVATE
. OmnCars (Taxis) .:Small

6 5 ■ 4■" 32  :r
Registration of newTolal aamberRegistration ofTotal numberRegistration ofTotal numberMAKE
^ buses effectedregistered onnew cars effected. registered onnew cars effectedregistered on
... duirng the yearduirng tbe yearduirng tbe year
ending 31.12.1933.31. 12. 1933.ending 31.12.193331. 12. 1933.ending 31:12.1933.31. 12. 1933CAR
.; Seating CapacitySeaitngSeating ■SeatingSeatingSeatmu

CapacityCapacityCapacityCapacityCapacity
7 and7 and ' 7 and over7 and over1  71  7over1  71  7

'■ _ 3_26Auburn
v  V"T 21GArmstrong Siddely

12Adler
r2Alvis

"r ,6762136Austin
2042\  ." .Bedford
34:■ 493G98Buick
..5Bean
 .  . . 1Breeze

 ■ ;'"..■.. ~11Bayer Esche
. . 1ךך ■■ : .: .1r22Beacon
■i   "ג.7יל 2Benz
.." " י 7י .'  1■ 2Berliet
. ;" ..■" .".   22B.M.W.

*.. "i  .  ■ ■ / .'  .1■Brenabor . .■

■ 'J■' r~ ■■ ;; .;. 1 .. 1 .2Cadillac ■ ;. '.;;. : ..KV■:
'237 ;

:■ . .'  : 14 ■i >208 ;37; 1
,  8 .
146

Chandler :  ■^i^;'
Chevrolet ■ ' i:^:si■■:'■ €, 17135": 1: i.y■';. yc£ff .,; ,

■ Z.17
.1

..■■49':''
י ל: 2',Chrysler .:.. ■■"■ilffi*""

Commer ': . . :, :^^5^i?<:■ ' .3 <

■: ■J:~■' : 6. '; 37Citroen y:j..\ ' ±'£)07': ;"
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REGISTRATIONSTATISTICS1933 (Continued)

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC MOTOR VEHICLES (Continued(

MOTOR VEHICLESPUBLICMOTOR VEHICLESPRIVATE

Omnibusesall cars (Taxis(Sm
a

MAI\Ji, Ur L.AK.

6■ 5431

___2Crossley
33Continental

1Clyno
 .13Delate

134814106U242Dodge r
119..16Dover  .:.f

816Durnat
De Sato ■7\

1Diamond T. ."'
2275846Essex \.'

6118Erskine
3Fargfo
2566Federal 

1Fast
522195Fiat

76319100113289Ford
1FrankJtn

943G.M.C.
127234Graham

2Gray r
54Graham Paige

181929956Hill man ■ir■'
.223536Hudson ~: '.
610Humber i_

Hotchkiss |r 1
11Horch ?"'

211Hupmobile v.
22Inliana 1
516


2International /,;



REGISTRATION STATISTICS  1933 {Continued)

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC MOTOR VEHICLES {Continued( Enclosure /.

/MOTOR VEHICLESPUBLICPRIVATE MOTOR VEHICLESMAKE OF CAR

OmnibusesCars (Taxis(Small
1

COLUMN NUMBER
65432

__.3jowett
3La Salla

23Lancia
1: 1  ;Lincoln

22Leyland
3Locomobile

11Marmon
211Marquett

5Mathis
11 22Mercedes

11Mercedes Benz
 12MG. Midget

114940142Morris
1Morris Oxford

1Morgan
21_838Nash
11&13Oakland

24 110Oldsmobile
1244Opel
1202236Overland

.1Onsaldo
■117Packard

147?2111Plymouth
; 65.. 9; 1 ■. r.11 .

Pontiac\■  ■
;1 ■ ; 4Feugot ■.■■■

    ■1Praga ..■■
. ..■ ..Pierce Arrow


■. l; 2 ■' "1'  '16Renault ~v;i~■■'■ ■
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REGISTRATIONSTATISTICS1933 (Continued)
PRIVATE AND PUBLICMOTOR VEHICLES (Continued(

■■■■":■ PUBLIC MOTOR VEHICLESPRIVATEMOTOR VEHICLES.
MAKE OF CAR OmnibusesSmall Cars (Taxis(

21 6543

66

11

6

35

1

3
1

21

173

2

18

20

37

1

12
2

41

4

3

3

3
1

7

8

110

1

 14

3
6
3

1



1
1
1
5
3

2
4
10

1
1
2
2
1
2
3
9

17
13

1

<; 1

4
3
3
S
7

: 7
9

62
5

2
2
2
2
2
3
5
3
22

12

18
19
1
4

Reo
Riley J .
Rolls Royce:
Rockne lf ; , ■

Rover J : .
: Sanford ' r., v

Singer  

Standard
Studebaker '
Sunbeam
Stewart
Swift
Stutz
Stoewer
Styr
Steyer
Talbot
Triumph
Terraplane
Vauxhall
Volvo
Whippet
White Bus ;:
Whillys
Willys Knight
Willys Six ;_
Wolseley .:

White 

Windsor

2899061631046531181670TOTA L



REGISTRATION STATISTICS  1933.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES AND TRACTORS.

TRACTORSCOMMERCIAL VEHICLES

U 654321
;  ■  :

MAKE
L; vehicles effectedregistered onvehicles effectedregistered onmercial vehicles

Reffetal Number
Registered on

( ;duirng the yeard tiring £^£ y£^feffected duirng the
:ending 311X1933.31.12.1933.ending 31.12.1g33.31.12.1933.ending 31.12.1933.year31.12.1933.CAR
(,{ TractorsTractorsSix WheelsSii Wheelst carrying CapacityWeight carrying CapacityWeigh
V used forused forOver100011000Over100011000
■. HaulageHaulage1500150015001500

KilosKilosKilosKilosKilosKilos

510Austin
1716710Bedford

■■.6Bean
ל  .31Buick

Brockwoy
Chevrolet ;.; _3 

84176
3

106™120' 72
;;212Citroen

rossley^1■י~,/
*1313Jammer

12.■44101Dodge //  1 ,:.62Diamond T.
1 ■■1Deutsche

■J■v :.15110iFederal
pr■■ _ "■ 2Fiat
■'r22Fargo

 2053334244Ford
1811Fordson

3164966Gv M. C.
■ ^.112712Graham
 f  _11Gramm



REGISTRATIONSTATISTICS1933 {Continued)
COMMERCIAL VEHICLESAND TRACTORS. (Continued(

TRACTORSCOMMERCIAL VEHICLES■ .
MAKE OF CAR

6543■ 21tf
iJ_HausaLloyd_נ3_

131242271_
_1Hudson :,
7.7Indiana ■"

1Karrier
31Laffley
241112Leyland
 11Marmon Harrington
i 2Mercedes
3* 4Mercedes Benz
123Morris ■■

221N. A; G..
24Opel ,r
 1Overland H

 12Pontiac ;,
1' 1Renault .
67211392Reo ,■

11Raleigh
3Saurer :
7:73Studebaker
. .6121i1Stewart 
1Singer
1Stoever
 11Sanford
■■99Scammels
1Tempo v
13Thorneycroft
7619021Volvo >■
1512021Willys I
88XWillys Overland
45701White .
191442244769290176TOTAL



REGISTRATION STATISTICS 1933.

MOTOR CYCLES.

cycles effected; . Registration of new motornumber registeredTotal
31.12.1933.duirng the year endingon 31.1283MAKE OK

MOTOR CYCIE ' t£ttibma0oit~SoloCombinationSolo
4 :. 321

12820A. J. S.  ;;3839Ariel  Albaג.לי
 11Ardiel
1 ■1Brough Superior
3281237B. S. A.  "716Barnet Francis

 ■■67Calthorpe 19651Coventry Eagle
 ■65Cotton
 i26D. K. W.
. __15Douglas
 ' .2Dunelt 1 .Deutche
146184Excelsior

.r
1

100
2

109
Empire
F. N

~ ;■33Forster
1 \1 1D. I. W.  ■::123Gillet

 ■1Gloria
1 ,478HarleyDavidson

1Henderson
 ''' 1111Huskarvarna
1 ?: .. 12030India  .1J'1ז\ JL. 0. i ( 

 7.2 ~~~ : :BLowis * : י '.'"ל:ל
 1'■■; J :Iubaco ■':::::. :
2 .i:426 .Matchless  .1/ ■I \

1~ .§2Monet Guyon /' '
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REGISTRATIONSTATISTICS 1933 (Continued)
MOTOR CYCLES (Continued) ■Enclosure 3.

motor cycles effectedRegistration of newTotal number registered
duirng the year ending 31.12.1933.on 31.12.33.MAKE OF

MOTOR CYCLE
CombinationSoloCombinationSolo

4321.
_56Motor Sacs
_1Mountcayom 

8287N. S. U. 
1N. U. T. :.
23336Norton :
1934New Imperials
123New Hudson ■.■■

1N. M. S. ±
313O K. Supreme
16Opel
23P.M. Panther.
33Puch :
10Peugeot
1.p. p. .:

911Royal Enfield
1212Raleigh :
43660Rudge
1. 1. Royal /:■
~~ 12Super .■
46617138Sunbeam r
2Scott i
2892Socks
19Sarolea
33Stock
114667Triumph

11Victoria J
123Wanderer
33Wolf
14Zundapp . ::
104131161004TOTAL .


